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Dear reader,
a lot is dependent on the Chinese economy. Bad news from the second largest
economic power therefore always causes turmoil on the markets.
The high growth rates in recent years are a thing of the past. However, there is
a glimmer of light on the horizon – the high level of industrial production in
August 2016 was surprising. Companies in the manufacturing industry
increased production by 6.3% in comparison to the same month of the
previous year. According to the National Statistical Office in Beijing, this was
the strongest growth for five months and higher than forecast. It seems that
the emerging economy is recovering.
Reasons for the new impetus include national infrastructure investments and
intense building activities, which are driving demand for building materials.
A further factor is the stimulation of the steel industry. After all, the stimulus
measures implemented by the government seem to be taking effect. But how
long will this last? To a large extent, China is living on credit and the economy
appears to be running on a high. As the government owns numerous companies, it can pretty much assume debts as it likes or even write them off – a
dangerous game!
The buying spree must also be taken into consideration as Chinese corporations are particularly bidding for German companies as if there were no
tomorrow. Money does not seem to matter. Whether they are purchasing
plastics machines from Krauss-Maffei, construction equipment from
Putzmeister, forklift trucks from Kion or robots from Kuka – Germany seems
to almost be like a supermarket. You buy anything that is not available in your
own country. However, these is no risk of Chinese companies taking over
Germany or Europe in the long-term. Read more on this subject in this issue.
Specialists do not want to predict how growth will continue to develop. One
thing is clear, the absurd growth objectives in Beijing must be stopped. In the
long run, what is the point of growth rates of more than 6% if everything is
being produced in excess. More information on the current situation in China
and particularly about the important PTC trade fair in Shanghai is provided in
this issue. As always, a glance at the technology topics is particularly worthwhile. There is a lot to discover!
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UPS AND DOWNS
in the story of Shanghai’s globalization

Sushen Doshi

A brief tour of Shanghai’s evolution as an industrial,
financial and cultural center, the current economic
situation in China and how Shanghai, in particular is
undergoing reforms to ensure short term economic
stabilization and long term growth.
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conomic globalization of Shanghai started in the middle of 19th
century, when the city was pulled into the world market after
the first opium war. The demand for tea, silk, and other Chinese
products increased exponentially in the 19th century, which
provided a massive opportunity for Shanghai’s globalization. With
the rich and vast hinterlands of the Yangtze river valley, the city
quickly emerged as a booming international centre of trading. By
the 1920s, Shanghai was amongst one of the 15 largest trade ports
in the world. By the end of 1940s, the imports and exports of
Shanghai made up more than 50 % of China’s total foreign trade.
Stimulated by the expansion of international trade, Shanghai’s
industry prospered with a large number of modern factories now
being set up in the city. With the advanced technology and equipment, these new enterprises transformed Shanghai into China’s
modern industry center. By the early 1930s, about half of China’s
manufacturing companies were located in Shanghai, employing
majority of China’s industrial workers and manufacturing half of
China’s total industrial products. Apart from the manufacturing
sector, financial institutions like modern banks, insurance agencies, stock market, commodity market, and other business institutions, started popping up one after another. By 1940s, Shanghai
had undoubtedly consolidated its position as China’s financial
center, modern industrial center, international trade center, as well
as cultural center.
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However, Shanghai hit a roadblock after 1949, when it was forcefully
de-globalized due to the then geo-political complications. Most foreign companies had moved to Hong Kong by 1949, as they could not
survive due to unreasonably high taxes and numerous restrictions. It
was pulled off its course of growth and globalization. Compared to
other Asian cities, such as Tokyo, Singapore, Seoul, and Hong Kong,
all of which experienced spectacular growth after the 2nd World War,
Shanghai was left far, far behind in the next three decades.
After decades of economic downturn and bankruptcy, in 1990
China’s top leader Deng Xiaoping took a significant step by making
Shanghai the focal point of China’s economic reform and setting up
the special economic zones in the region and opening the city’s
shores to world. From that time on, the epicenter of China’s reform
shifted decisively from Guangdong back to Shanghai. The 1980s was
regarded as the “Guangdong era,” represented by Shenzhen but the
1990s started a whole new “Shanghai era.”
Shanghai made very bold moves to re-initiate or simply invent
crucial institutions for China’s market economy. The Shanghai
Stock Exchange opened in 1992 and gold, metal, and other commodity exchange markets were re-established one after another.
The establishment of these institutions and market systems provided great opportunities for Shanghai to get necessary capital and
crucial manpower for improving and upgrading its economic
capacity, thus competing in the world market. To accelerate Shanghai’s economic development, the government of Shanghai was
determined to make changes to reduce red-tape and bureaucracy,
so that government officials would provide investors real help in
acquiring the necessary approvals to set up new businesses. This led
to Shanghai’s foreign trade expansion even faster. For more than
15 years, until to 2007, Shanghai’s international trade value jumped
more than 20 % annually. By 2008, Shanghai’s import and export
value reached $ 322 billion. By 2010, Shanghai became the world’s
Author: Sushen Doshi, correspondent India for MDA TECHNOLOGIES

though the lowest quarterly rate since the global financial crisis,
remained within the government’s targeted range of between 6.5
and 7 % for 2016. China’s economic stabilization is set to continue,
with major indicators operating in a reasonable zone while
economic structural reforms continue to advance as planned. The
Industrial output expanded 6.2 % year on year in June, accelerating
from a 6 % increase in May. The growth of China’s Industrial output
in June was mainly due to strong performance in the high-tech and
equipment manufacturing sectors. The upbeat reading for industrial
output was among a series of economic indicators, pointing to more
signs of a stabilizing economy. In addition, the structure of China’s
industry is also improving, with output in energy-intensive and lowend sectors stagnating or even declining and industrial output for
high-tech equipment manufacturing sector rising more than 10 %,
much faster than overall growth.

Shanghai’s industrial upgrades now reaping
increased profitability

busiest cargo port. In 2014, Shanghai’s ports handled 755 million tons of cargos with more than 35 million containers, far more
than any other ports in the world.
Though the Chinese economy as a whole has made great progress
over the past 30 years, Shanghai obviously achieved the most economic success among China’s 31 provinces, metropolitans, and
autonomous districts. In 1990, Shanghai’s per capita GDP was more
than $ 1,000 for the first time. Five years later, in 1995, the per capita
GDP doubled to $ 2,000. The figure doubled again and again and
reached more than $ 11,000 in 2010. After 20 years of double digit
growth, Shanghai’s GDP reached more than $ 350 billion in 2015.
Despite constituting only 1 % of China’s population and 0.06 % of
China’s land space, Shanghai contributed 1/8th of the national
revenue.

China’s current economic situation
The global economic situation is grim and China along with other
major economies must find ways in tackling sluggish growth and
weak trade. At the end of 2015, China posted GDP growth figures at
6.9 %, one of the slowest growth rate witnessed by China in the last
25 years. In summer of 2015, the Shanghai stock market crashed
heavily raising doubts and concerns for investors worldwide. By the
end of 2015, the market had made a decent recovery, but the start of
2016 saw the markets stumbling again. To generate growth, Chinese
government is taking measures to stabilize its short term growth by
increasing infrastructure spending, easy credit and ramping up
exports. But with growing debt and too much factory capacity, these
tools the government has traditionally used to revive growth, a ppear
increasingly ineffective in the long run.
In the first and second quarter of 2016, China’s economy grew
slightly faster than expected, further rising hopes that the economy
has entered a steady but slower period of development. The country’s GDP grew 6.7 % year on year in these two quarters, according to
data released by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS). The figure,

According to the latest reports from Shanghai Commission of Economy and Information Technology, the regional government’s efforts
to upgrade and restructure industries have powered the city’s manufacturing sector to lead in profitability and sales nationwide. Its
manufacturers enjoyed a profit margin of over 8.1 % and achieved
100 % in sales-output ratio in the first four months of the year. The
city has upgraded its industrial structure with more advanced
industries such as new energy and robotics. The output of new
energy and robotics in Shanghai grew by double digits this year. The
scale of Shanghai’s integrated circuit industry has surpassed all
other cities in China. Innovative application of robotics is one of the
key factors driving Shanghai in its industrial transformation. The
city has proposed to build 10 national innovation or design centres
for the integrated circuit, intelligent manufacturing and nuclear
energy sectors. As part of “Industry 4.0” - the next generation manufacturing, which needs automation and digitization - the city is
planning to build 100 model plants in automobile, electronics,
machinery and chemical industries.

Shanghai’s new set of reforms
This is the era of drastic changes in China, with annual growth now
no longer in double digits, the country is now moving from exportdriven economy towards increased domestic consumption. This
tectonic shift in China’s policy and rising costs has urged many
foreign-invested manufacturers to transfer their operations elsewhere in Asia. This is putting pressure on the Chinese government
to undertake new reforms and offer new incentives for FDI and
thereby sustain economic growth. As one such measure, the Shanghai FTZ is offering a unique package of preferential policies and
adoption of “Negetive List” approach, under which under which
foreign investors enjoy equal treatment as Chinese domestic enterprises in any industry. This substantially reduced restrictions on
foreign enterprises in areas including general manufacturing and
the fi
 nance industry. Wholly foreign-owned enterprises will now
be approved even in industries such as oil exploration, mining and
component manufacturing. Further, foreign investors will benefit
from relaxed restrictions on the percentage of shareholder equity
that must be controlled by the Chinese partners to joint venture
across a number of industries. This new set of reforms are creating
fresh opportunities for businesses in China, and opening new
avenues into industries that were earlier restricted to foreign
investment.z
MDA Technologies 4/2016
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China now flexing its muscle
in the hightech sector
Sushen Doshi

Chinese companies are on course to set record levels of
investment in Germany this year, raising concerns
about Germany losing the grip on its most innovative
and technologically advanced companies.

NEWS AND MARKETS
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n 2049, People’s Republic of China shall be celebrating the centenary anniversary of its founding, by this time China aims to be the
world’s leading power in science and technological developments.
At a conference in May, Chinese President Xi Jinping asserted the
government’s goal of making the country a dominant high-tech
player worldwide. The Chinese government is acting as a major
driving force to ‘create internationally competitive companies’ with
this policy also reflecting in its current five-year plan and its “Made
in China 2025” initiative.

The shopping spree
As China’s double digit growth slows, its investors have now set
their sights on Europe in search of desirable targets for acquisition.
It is particularly the case in Germany where in 2015 China had completed approximately 25 mergers and acquisitions with German
companies. In the just first half of 2016 Chinese companies have
MDA Technologies 4/2016

targeted, acquired or are in the process of acquiring more than 24
German firms already, that’s roughly a rate of one acquisition per
week. At this pace they will soon surpass the record of 28 German
acquisitions racked up in 2014. The deals have already achieved a
new high in terms of spending as well. By May 2016, Chinese investors had offered more than $ 9 billion for German companies, well
beyond the record $ 2.6 billion splashed out in 2014. So far in 2016,
24 of a total 120 Chinese acquisitions in Europe have been in
Germany, followed by France and U.K. with 15 each.
What makes German companies appealing to the investors are
the high technical standards, high priority for R&D as well as the
excellent reputation of its employees with high productivity. But
Chinese investors are not just interested in any given German company. Germany is the top target for very specific sectors of industry.
Chinese investors follow a strategy which places them in a dominating position in the world market by searching out the big players in
relatively small industry sectors. For example, back in 2012, Chinese
companies acquired concrete pump producers Putzmeister and
Schwing positioning China as the global market leader for such
pumps; or the billion-dollar takeover of KraussMaffei Group, a
cutting-edge equipment maker that processes plastics and rubber.
Another example of a Chinese company seeking to buy into
Germany’s technological and research prowess is the purchase of
EEW, a corporation based in Germany’s Saarland region that
converts waste into energy. And the latest $ 5 billion takeover deal
involving Kuka, a German manufacturer and one of the global leaders in industrial robotics and automation.

To be a market leader in any industry segment, why isn’t China
developing its own domestic companies and then fighting for the
market share? The problem with this strategy is that it takes a lot of
time and excellent technical abilities to compete with the Germans.
Not that China doesn’t have the skills and abilities to create technically mastered products but the worldwide perception of Chinese
companies has been ‘masters of low cost products’ whereas German companies are associated with ‘high class and quality’. In order
to break this perception and create a new image for themselves it
will take a lot of time, commitment and consistent improvement in
all the industry segments from Chinese companies. But China has
other ways of achieving its target. By partly or completely acquiring
the German companies the hope then is that these mid-sized German companies can serve as launching pads in the world market.
These acquisitions also provide the Chinese with valuable resources
in terms of technology in various forms besides patents and the
knowledge in its technological assets like products, machines and
manufacturing plants, but it is especially the ‘integral knowledge
held by the employees’, which is most sought after.
In the past decade, more than any other European country, Germany has benefited the most from rapid expansion of Chinese
economy. Between 2005 and 2014, German exports to China have
more than tripled, reaching approximately 75 billion Euros. German companies, especially the auto sector, profited from a surge in
Chinese demand that counterbalanced the weakness in their home
European market. In 2015, however, exports to China declined for
the first time in nearly two decades. And now after a golden decade
of economic ties between Germany and China, concerns are growing in Berlin especially over the trade barriers to German firms in
China and a muscular foreign policy adopted by Beijing.

Concerns for Europe

Number of mergers and acquisitions done by Chinese
companies in Europe
30
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1. Germany: 24 (2016 * till date), 25 (2015 *entire year)
2. France: 15 (2016), 12 (2015)
3. UK: 15 (2016), 26 (2015)
4. Swiss: 11 (2016), 10 (2015)

 nance, defence and justice, stopped the Chinese conglomerate
fi
from acquiring the US chipmaker Micron Technologies in a transaction valued at around $ 23 billion.
Chinese acquisitions are often accompanied by Germany’s fears
about relocation of production facilities, intellectual property
rights, patents and loss of jobs. Even though Germany’s fears about
relocation and loss of jobs might be striking, it is not yet alarming
because over the last few years with so many acquisitions taking
place, we haven’t seen any relocation of production. The times in
which a factory can be taken down and built back up in China are
gone. In fact, Chinese investment can even open up big opportunities for German firms - for instance by improving their access to the
Chinese market.
Also interesting to note is the timing of these mergers and acquisitions, as they have come at the same time the European industry is
complaining about difficulties in doing business in China with the
environment becoming more hostile towards foreign companies
and markets remaining skewed in favour of domestic competitors.
This could be very damaging in the long run as investor confidence
starts to deteriorate.

China’s resolve to ascend the technology value chain by outright purchase of the top tech companies is increasingly becoming a source of
concern for many in Europe. Behind the surge in China’s European
acquisitions are China’s rising labor costs and shifting demographics,
which have slowed domestic growth. Now that China’s wage advantage has gone, the government has realized the importance to create
world leaders in markets. The splurge is drawing attention not for the
amount of money being splashed but the companies being targeted,
some of which are considered fundamental in Germany’s ‘Industry
4.0’: the national initiative to digitize manufacturing.
To fend off the Chinese bid for Kuka, German Economy Minister
Sigmar Gabriel even called on European industrial groups to forge
an alliance and make an alternative offer. For Germany, Kuka and
China’s response
its technological advances are of central importance to its industrial
strategy of “Industry 4.0” with the company already operating a
A lot of financial and technology analysts in China are unable to
highly automated plant, or as they call it the ‘factory of the future’.
comprehend why politicians in Europe are so worried about the
The purchase of Kuka also has to be seen in the context of the
takeovers. Their perspective is that the acquired companies are not
Chinese government’s “Made in China 2025” plan which aims to
involved in the development of any sensitive technologies. For
enhance competitiveness in the manufacturing sector through
example, Kuka which only offers robotic solutions and automated
automation involving “Industry 4.0” instead of labour intensive
systems for advanced manufacturing. As long as there are no plans
production. This seems to pose a direct challenge to the leading
to de-list Kuka from the German stock exchange, there is no reason
industrial nations like Germany.
for the Europeans to be nervous.
The Kuka takeover also shows that the political class in Europe only
The Chinese market has great potential. In future, international
has limited tools to secure the future of
companies may not be able to maintain
high-tech industries as well as research
their dominant position over their
and development in Europe, but for strahinese competitors. When it comes to
Biggest Chinese acquisitions Crobotics
tegically important sectors, it needs to be
the Chinese are already about to
examined what could be done at a national
emerge as a competitive player, at least in
of German companies
level and at the EU level. For instance, in
the low and mid-tech segments. China is
1. Kuka – Automation and robotics
the US, the government did not hold back
no longer just the factory of the world,
2. EEW Energy from waste – Energy sector
from acting against a few business deals in
now it is a big enough market to allow a
3. Hanwha Q cells – Technology
the name of national interests or when
Chinese brand to become a global leader
4. KraussMafei Group – Machinery
ever key technologies are involved. A
in the respective industry sector.
5. Putzmeister – Pumps
powerful committee comprising of memPhotographs: teaser fotolia z
bers from various ministries such as
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Worldwide News
New General Manager for Eckelmann
in China

Ringfeder opens their own distribution
center in England

Huang Weiming is the new
General Manager of the
subsidiary Eckelmann Industrial Automation Technologies, founded in Beijing in
2012. Eckelmann is expanding its business activities in
China following the appointment of Huang Weiming.
Roland Simon, the Managing
Director of the subsidiary
explains that Huang Weiming is an experienced manager, who has
an excellent knowledge of the Chinese engineering market and
also has excellent intercultural skills. Huang Weiming studied
industrial engineering and specialized in electrical engineering.
After graduating, he worked for a German manufacturer of
position measuring systems. As the plant manager, he developed
the production site in China and was also responsible for product
management and sales. “In addition to focusing on CNC cutting
applications with plasma, oxyacetylene and lasers, Eckelmann
Beijing will, in future, also offer solutions for other processing
technologies,” announces Huang. “By providing a larger selection
of interfaces, we will be focusing on the specific requirements of
Chinese mechanical engineers.”

With its own office in Warrington, in the north-west of England, the
company Ringfeder power transmission is looking to strengthen its
market share and presence in the United Kingdom. Along with the
sales office, the damping and connection technologies specialist is
opening a spare and replacement parts store in Birmingham. After
Germany, the United Kingdom is the second most important
market in Europe. With a good level of technical know-how and
excellent access to the commonwealth markets for further exports
makes the UK an important factor of consideration for Ringfeder’s
international business. Adrian Birkin will be heading the
Warrington sales office, Birkin has more than 20 years of ex
perience in the British marketplace with the most recent one w
 ith
a leading Indian tire and hose manufacturer. Ringfeder belongs to
the Swedish VBG Group, which has operated a large site in
Warrington for a number of years.

www.eckelmann.de/en
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Michael Koch GmbH reacts to Brexit
“Made for UK” is the new campaign launched by Michael Koch
GmbH, a manufacturer of dynamic energy storage solutions and
safe brake resistors based in the German town of Ubstadt-Weiher.
The vote on Brexit has been cast and
the UK wants to leave the EU. But
the German company, Michael
Koch GmbH, like many
others aim to maintain their
good relationships with
their British customers.
This is why Koch took the
opportunity to launch the
new campaign “Made for
UK”, which sends out the
message that Koch will not
charge British companies
buying their products any sort of
Brexit fee. Koch would like to
announce that besides not levying any
Brexit fees, there will be no obstacles that could stand in the way of
exporting to the UK. The dynamic energy storage solutions and
safe brake resistors are synonymous with smart use of the DC link
energy and they are “Made for UK”, which means nothing less than
that they are advantageous for the entire world of electric drive
technology.
www.bremsenergie.de/en
MDA Technologies 4/2016

www.ringfeder.com

Leantechnik opens new sales office in
the USA
Leantechnik AG, based in Oberhausen, Germany, continues
its dynamic, international development. Following the
foundation of its subsidiary, Leantechnik LP, in Atlanta,
Georgia, the company has now taken its first orders in the
USA. Thanks to its successful launch, the company is already
able to take an optimistic view of the future after the second
quarter of 2016. “The quality of our products has already
worked in our favor on the American market,” explains
Managing Director, Reinhard Janzen. “We are convinced that
this will ensure we achieve a successful first year in the
USA.”With the foundation of its subsidiary, Leantechnik hopes
to further expands its presence on the American market as a
specialist for gear rack lifting gears and to establish a closer
network with its continuously expanding customer base in
North America.
www.leantechnik.com

Dynamic Solutions Expertise.
For a Dynamic Industry.
Whether hose lines for hydraulic oils and other media, vibration isolation systems,
drive belts, pneumatic air actuators for machine and plant engineering, or many
more solutions – as a leading development partner for high-quality plastic and rubber
components, we offer dynamic solutions expertise for a dynamic industry.

Visit us in
Hall E3, Booth C3-1
Shanghai New International
Expo Center
1 Nov.-4 Nov.,2016
www.contitech.de
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PTC Asia: A junction for opportunities
in China’s engineering sector
Sushen Doshi

Despite the significant slow-down in China’s growth, it
still remains an extremely attractive market for
mechanical power transmission and fluid technology
companies in the long term, even if the demand is
faltering at the moment.

T

he Chinese economy is going through a phase of transformation
as the country hopes to develop into a global leader in science
and technology. Over last 2-3 years China’s growth and demand has
been decelerating from 10-12 % to barely 7 %. In the long term
China’s double digit growth dynamics will return. But for the short
run, country’s leaders and its policy makers are currently using
every industrial policy method at its disposal to modernize the
country’s industrial infrastructure and landscape quickly. If its
economy is to remain successful China has to focus on improving
the efficiency of its factories and quality of its products through
technological progress, therefore creating a long cycle of consistent
demand for high quality and energy efficient products. Just like other countries China’s mechanical power transmission industry has to
face various challenges mainly concerning efficiency, energy and
resource-conserving including the increasing customization in
customer requirements and furthermore the topic of Industry 4.0.
When talking about the fourth industrial revolution or the ‘Made in
China 2025’, mechanical power transmission is one of the core
issues of development. By applying the industry 4.0 concepts to
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monitor and optimize the performance of the components, it
becomes an important contributing sector to achieve the smart and
efficient production processes. Additionally, thanks to its intelligent
components the mechanical power transmission is located directly at
the roots of data mining for Industry 4.0, which makes it even more
relevant. PTC Asia, the continent’s leading trade fair in the mechanical
power transmission and fluid technology sector, focuses strongly on
these subjects with an aim to share ideas, knowledge and finding
solutions. For manufacturers and suppliers of products, equipment
and systems in this sector, PTC Asia, organized by the Deutsche
Messe at Shanghai’s New International Expo Center, is an especially
good opportunity to showcase their products that meet Chinese
requirements. Meeting and interacting with industry experts from
China’s most industrialized region will be extremely beneficial for the
exhibitors to create new networks, establish contacts and gather
information regarding China’s market needs and demands.

German mechanical power transmission industry
Innovation and technological development have always been the
decisive factors for the success of German mechanical power
transmission in the global competition. In China, the German
power transmission engineering and fluid technology is highly
valued for its premium quality, lifespan, reliability and flexibility
of the products, which are all key selling points. The global export
volume from Germany of power transmission engineering and
fluid power sectors amounts to 19 billion Euros. With China
responsible for more than 2 billion Euros, it is one of the most
important export markets for the German technology. The overall

German sentiment for China’s drive and fluid market is positive
with most of the companies hoping that business will continue to
further develop. Despite the significant slow-down in China’s
growth, it still remains an extremely attractive market for German
mechanical engineering companies in the long term, even if
demand is faltering at the moment.
There is no doubt that the German mechanical power transmission industry is a global leader in terms of technological aspects.
But in terms of generating growth and improving the market share
in the international market, German firms with a strong support
from the German Mechanical Engineering Association (VDMA)
are continuously involved via various projects in strategically important international markets. Activities and participation at trade
fairs in China, India, Brazil, and USA rank top among these. Just
like at PTC Asia, where we shall see a strong participation from
German firms, who shall be demonstrating their state of the art
technologies and cutting edge innovative products. For the
visitors, the German contingent will serve as venue for direct conversation and exchanging ideas. Given PTC Asia’s position as a
leading trade fair of the sector in the Asian hemisphere, a lot of
influential enterprises from this industry sector and its end user
industries will be attending the show. The exhibitors here shall be
addressing to a wide range of visitors. There are of course the
managing directors and engineers along with other management
personnel who will be looking for new products, technologies and
solutions in order to improve the productivity of their plant. This
provides a huge opportunity to obtain new international customers, to develop new networks and to understand the evolving
trends in the Chinese market.

1st week of November: a great time to be in Shanghai
The 1st week of November is definitely turning out to be an important week for China and particularly Shanghai’s mechanical engineering and industrial automation sector. Starting on 1st of November until the 4th of November is the trade show PTC Asia, along with
its line up of concurrent trade shows all being hosted at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre. Also starting from the 1st of
November until the 5th of November is international trade event Industrial Automation Show (IAS) Shanghai, being held at the National Exhibition and Convention Centre. These events being organized
at the same time in the same city creates a huge market. It provides
a much greater access to create new business networks and a broader
platform to connect with professionals working in various industry
sectors.
At the Shanghai New International Expo Centre apart from PTC
Asia, there are also trade shows like ComVac Asia, CeMAT Asia,
Cold Chain Asia, Heavy Machinery Asia and Industrial Supply Asia
2016 to be held. These concurrent trade shows attract professionals
from fluid power transmission, compressed air and vacuum, intralogistics and supply chain, heavy machinery, industrial subcontracting and lightweight construction industries. This international
event features more than 1,500 exhibiting companies and 70,000
trade visitors from all over the world gathered in a display area of
96,000 m2.
For more than 20 years now, PTC Asia has witnessed China’s
development process and its rise from a developing country to the
world’s largest manufacturing power. In fact PTC has been contrib-

uting to China’s rise as an international destination for business and
industry by providing valuable information and services, continuously promoting the international exchanges on power transmission and control technology sector for the Asian market. In the next
phase of China and Asia’s development over the next 20 years, PTC
ASIA aims to integrate resources in the upstream and downstream
of the industry chain to build an even large industrial platform for
the industry development.
Photograph: teaser fotolia

www.ptc-asia.com

Product category at PTC
n Hydraulics and Pneumatics: Hydraulic pumps, motors, gear

pumps and gear motors, hydraulic variable speed drive units,
hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders and actuators, control
valves and pressure switches, pipes, hoses and connections,
filters for hydraulic and oil lubrication systems, compressed
air preparation equipment and pneumatic actuator drives etc.
n Mechanical transmission parts and equipment: The
mechanical power transmission sector has a vast array of
product categories like Gears for various applications, high
speed and heavy duty gear boxes, planetary gear boxes
along with machine tools for gears, Chain transmission
products like short pitch and duplex pitch roller chains,
heavy transmission roller chains, tooth chains, plate chains
etc. Products for Belt transmissions including Timing belts,
V-belts, Flat belts, ribbed belts, variable speed belt drives
etc. Couplings comprising of rigid, flexible couplings,
universal joints and shafts, cam mechanisms, various types
of clutches and braking systems. Standard bolts and nuts
along with high strength and high precision fasteners,
various types of springs utilised for standard as well as
special applications.
n Bearings: Deep groove ball bearing, Cylindrical roller and
Double row spherical roller bearing, Double row self-
aligning ball bearing, Needle roller bearing, Angular contact
ball bearing, Thrust ball and roller bearing, Tapered roller
bearing, Bearing components such as ring, steel ball,
anti-dust shield, seals and cage, bearing-related parts such
as axel, sleeve and wheel etc.
n Electrical power transmission: Industrial motors, Servo
motors, Small motors of special design (up to 750 W),
Frequency converters and Electrical drive control systems,
accessories and components for electric motors.
n Special equipment and instruments: Pressing machines,
Gear processing equipment, CNC, Machine tool, Tools and
dies, specialized manufacturing equipment for springs,
chains, testing and measuring instruments for chains,
gears and fasteners.
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Innovations you
definitely shouldn’t miss
at PTC ASIA 2016

Quick clamping rings
easily adjusted without
tools

PRODUCT NEWS - PTC ASIA

Clamping rings are used for the axial
attachment of components on shafts.
Mädler has just introduced quick
clamping rings that enable adjustments to be made quickly using an
eccentric lever. Shaft tolerances can be
adjusted and the clamping force can
be determined via an adjustment
screw. The anodized aluminum body

Custom-made clevises
also available
In addition to its standard clevises,
mbo Oßwald also offer custom-made
power transmission elements. A small,
medium or mass production series of

and stainless steel axle pins and bolts
ensure that the quick clamping rings
are corrosion resistant and versatile,
and can be used in medical technology,
for example. The plastic clamping
rings, made of glass fiber reinforced
polyamide, are split so that they can
be used without having to disassemble
adjacent components. The high wall
thickness and press-fitted nuts
guarantee a very high tightening
torque. The plastic clamping rings
particularly stand out for their low
level mass inertia.

the custom-made part can be
produced if the specialist’s standard
range in accordance with ISO 8140/
DIN 71752 does not include the right
model. The company has developed a
special production concept for this
purpose. The company can also
produce the custom-made versions
cost-effectively using its fully automated machines. Individually developed
and produced, they can be made of
steel or stainless steel with a square
profile between 8 and 96 mm, a
diameter of between 4 and 65 mm
or larger diameters upon request.
Clevises establish a link between two
moveable components. Particular
attention must be paid to the connecting elements as the complete mechanical power transmission is dependent
on them. They can increase the
efficiency and service life of the
construction if they are optimally
adapted to the other components.

www.maedler.co.uk

www.mbo-osswald.com
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New shrink discs for
large hollow shafts
Ringspann has extended its range and
added shrink discs for the external
clamping of hollow shafts with large
diameters of up to 620 mm, as well as
delicate cone clamping elements for
the internal clamping of shafts with
very small diameters. The RLK 608 and
RLK 603 shrink discs can, for example,
be used in the wind power and mining
industry, Montan conveyor technology
and the power plant construction
sector. They can transfer torques of up
to 4,225,000 or 1,460,000 Nm. Both
series make the simultaneous
transmission of torques and axial
forces possible and centre the hollow
shaft or hub to the shaft. The Trantorque Mini and Trantorque OE type
shaft-hub-connections, on the other

hand, are cone clamping elements
with high levels of concentricity. In
addition to torques and axial forces,
they can also transfer bending
moments. The Trantorque Mini series
is suitable for tiny and thin shafts of
just 3 to 16 mm in diameter, while the
Trantorque OE series is suited to shaft
diameters of 17 to 35 mm.
www.ringspann.com

High-performance TPU
seals meet broad
requirement profile

With the introduction of COG
Variopur, the seal manufacturer,
C. Otto Gehrckens, has introduced a
new range of products to the premium
segment. The three high-performance
materials included in the range (COG
Variopur 195, COG Variopur 295 and
COG Variopur 395) are made of
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU/
AU). In comparison to the standard
material NBR 90 Shore A, the resistance to wear and extrusion is at least
five times higher. In addition, the three
TPU materials stand out for their high
gas tightness and excellent tolerability
to various gases. They do not become
brittle when exposed to the effects of
ozone and oxygen.

High-performance valve
offers new opportunities
The high-performance mobile control
valve CMA Advanced from Eaton has
an independent supply and drain
control system and offers almost
unlimited possibilities to differentiate
machine functions. The CAN-bus-
enabled electro hydraulic valve uses
new control algorithms to improve the
controllability, for example, for the
accurate and efficient control of
fluctuating loads. Continuous
switching between the speed and
pressure control is possible. A
real-time diagnosis is possible thanks
to sensors that monitor the pressure,

Stainless steel chains
despite aggressive
environments
The rust-proof CF stainless steel
chains from Iwis are particularly
corrosion-resistant. They can be used

temperature, position and flow rate.
The valve is available with a nominal
flow rate of 90 or 200 l/min.

in aggressive environments in
accordance with strict cleaning
regulations and extreme temperatures. The lugs of the chain have a
larger smooth cut portion thus
increasing their service life and
improving elastic expansion thanks to
higher pressure forces. The rollers are
seamless and are thus shock-resistant
at high speeds. Seamless sleeves
increase accuracy and speed during
positioning, especially during
dynamic cyclic operation. They can be
used at temperatures between -80 to
+150 °C.

www.cog.de

www.eaton.com

www.iwis.com

Calculation software:
rapid 3D modeling

Pneumatic safety brakes
with hydraulic force

Industrial drive with
190 kNm driving torque

Mayr drive technology has expanded
its tried and tested range by a
pneumatically ventilated version,
offering users new opportunities
thanks to its high retention forces.

Nord Drivesystems has expanded its
successful range of industrial drives by
a new size with a driving torque of
190 kNm. The entire series covers
driving torques of 25 kNm to 250 kNm
and comprises nine sizes. The new,
size 14 units ensure that designs are
now even more accurately fitted. They
are equipped with a one-piece block
housing just like all the drives
produced by the manufacturer. This
ensures that they achieve a longer
service life than joint drives and
guarantee efficient power trans
mission and a high tolerance to load

Modeling in KISSsys has been
radically simplified in the latest
KISSsoft Release 03/2016: Now, for
example, when elements are added,
the part geometries are prefilled with
default values. At the same time, the
shafts are positioned intelligently, to
suit the gearing types involved, such
as cylindrical gear pair, bevel gear or
planetary stage. The user can now see
the modeling progress immediately in
the 3D view. Another new feature is
the option of adding assemblies (such
as planetary stages) to a model, and
also adding shafts, if required.

Designed for machines in which a
hydraulic system is already installed,
thus ensuring that users can continue
to revert to the hydraulically ventilated
safety brakes. However, the pneu
matically ventilated Roba-Guidestop
safety brake can now be used in
cases where a hydraulic system
would need to be installed first to
operate a brake with high holding
forces or in cases where several
brakes were required to reach the
corresponding forces.

www.kisssoft.com

www.mayr.com

peaks and impacts. The input and
output directions can be selected
freely. All six sides can be used for
assembly.
www.nord.com
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Worldwide News
Pilz opens its new subsidiary in Singapore
The automation company, Pilz is expanding its operations
and support to its existing customers in Southeast Asia.
Together with guests from the worlds of politics and
business, Pilz celebrated the opening of its newest subsidiary
- Pilz South East Asia - in Singapore. The new subsidiary
strengthens Pilz’s commitment to one of the fastest-growing
economic areas in the world, the Asian region. In addition
to Singapore, the region includes countries as Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam, and is
home to about 600 million people. From Singapore, customers in the Asian region will receive comprehensive support
from a dedicated sales and service organisation. In addition
to sales of products and systems, the newest subsidiary
offers its regional customers a complete service and support
portfolio, including technical consulting, customer project
support and training. From their base in the city-state of
Singapore, the Pilz team will create the necessary structures
to allow the company to further build up sales and service
capacity in other Asian countries.
www.pilz.com

Twenty years production for Lenze
in Poland
For more than twenty years, the Lenze Group, specializing in
drive and automation technology, has produced mechanical
components for gearboxes and assembled geared motors at its
Polish site in Tarnów. The company and managers, along with
business partners and 160 plant employees, celebrated the
anniversary on site at the start of September. Production in
Tarnów started in 1996 on a premises with a surface area of
1,000 m2 that has now expanded to 7,000 m2. The site has
gained several awards over the years, including, for example,
the “Forbes Diamant 2016”, “Investor of the Year 2014” as well
as the “Business Gazelle” in 2013 und 2015. In Poland, the
group of companies has also been represented by its own sales
company for more than 20 years. The manufacturer has eleven
production sites around the world, including ones in Germany,
Italy, France, China, the USA and India.

Timken acquires Germany’s R+L Hydraulics
and its parent company Lovejoy Inc.
The company Timken, manufacturer of tapered roller bearings,
announced its acquisition of Lovejoy, Inc. and its subsidiary, R+L
Hydraulics GmbH. Lovejoy, a manufacturer of industrial couplings,
universal joints and hydraulics, was purchased for approx. $ 66 million. Headquartered in Illinois, USA, with additional locations in the
USA, Canada and Germany, Lovejoy is widely recognized for its
flexible coupling design and as the creator of the jaw-style coupling.
Lovejoy also manufactures a line of universal joints, vibration
dampening products and hydraulics. Lovejoy’s hydraulics business,
R+L Hydraulics, is based in Germany, and manufactures products for
the fluid power and power transmission industries. In recent years,
Timken has been diversifying its offering, completing a number of

NEWS AND MARKETS

www.lenze.com

acquisitions featuring products adjacent to its core bearing lines. This
includes e.g. chain and gear drive systems, all marketed under brands
including Timken, Philadelphia Gear, Carlisle, Drives and Interlube.
www.rl-hydraulics.com
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STW awarded for its innovation by Bomag
The company Sensor-Technik Wiedemann (STW) was awarded for its innovation by
Bomag, the international company in the compaction technology sector. For over 20
years now, STW has been a supplier of control units, I/O modules, sensors, operating
and display elements in a mixture of standard products and customer-specific
systems to Bomag. In particular the readiness of STW to always strike out on new
paths in the development and adaptation of the products is really impressive. STW
received the award for the collaborative development of the “Economizer”, which is a
display unit for compaction conditions which links and assesses the sensor data
using specially-developed algorithms. The most recent orientation of STW regarding
the support of data management and connectivity with innovative on-board
modules and associated cloud services has also impressed the company. Along with
the A-supplier of the Year 2016 certificate, the Innovation Award was handed over to
Sonja Wiedemann, Managing Director of STW, and Sales Manager Klaus Gnahm.
www.sensor-technik.de/en

Delivering squirrel
cage motor from
Berlin to Scotland
Berlin based company, Menzel
Elektromotoren took on an
urgent order for the delivery of a
customized electrically and
mechanically compatible
squirrel cage motor. Within just a
week, Menzel managed to
supply a replacement motor that
had been specially adapted to
the mounting dimensions at the
pharmaceutical plant in
Scotland. For this order, Menzel
chose a four-pole motor with a
speed of 1,481 min-¹, 200 kW
rated power and 3,300 V rated

voltage and modified it to match
the necessary flange dimensions. This necessitated changes
not only to the bearings but it
also meant that the engineers
had to convert the horizontal B3
motor into a vertical V1 motor
with special flange to ensure a
precise mounting fit at the
customer’s plant. With motors of
various types in stock, the drive
technology expert is quick to
supply special solutions for a
broad range of applications.

SOLUTIONS TO KEEP
YOUR INDUSTRY MOVING
Product engineering
and quality of materials

Our staff and our branches
are close to you with 41
company premises worldwide

V-Belts and conveyors for more
than 45 industrial applications

www.megadynegroup.com

www.menzel-elektromotoren.com
V-BELTS

CONVEYOR
RS

TIMING BELTS

Competing for
“the most intelligent product”
I

NEWS AND MARKETS

n the not too distant future, there is likely to be a global or national
competition for the title of “The Most Intelligent Product”. And
here is a prediction about the winner – it will not be a smartphone,
or a car and definitely not a refrigerator. In all likelihood it will be an
industrial product like an agricultural machine, a transport robot,
or a fleet of trucks that can interact thanks to swarm intelligence.
There are two simple reasons for this. First, “intelligence” is not
simply created by embedding microprocessors and sensors with
software, connectivity and a link to cloud-based management
systems. These are just the prerequisites. A product or device only
becomes smart in the narrower sense of the term when it interacts
autonomously, or on its own, with its environment. Thanks to
sensor t echnology, many industrial applications can already do this
better than “smart” phones or wearables, which only respond to
their user’s input.
Second, the market for intelligent products is already growing
most strongly in industry. More than 1 in 2 IoT pioneers polled in a
Cognizant/EIU study indicated that they are developing smart
products in an industrial context. Indeed, a smart factory provides
the ideal environment for intelligent products as almost all its components can be interconnected. It is not only machinery, transport

vehicles and robots that can be smart products here, but also
complete production lines and buildings which, for example, use
sensors to record which workplaces are occupied and regulate
lighting, heating and security systems accordingly. However, the
most successful use of smart products does not just depend on an
optimum technological infrastructure. Manufacturing companies
wishing to sustainably change their value creation process through
the use of smart products and transform them successfully into
digital, platform-based business models should consider the

following three fundamental principles.
n Be open to change: What are the chances of survival for core products if they are offered without intelligence or smart components
and utilization scenarios? Might customers already have requirements that could be met with a corresponding e nhancement?
Best-practice companies use smart products to design monitoring, management, optimization and automation on a continuous
basis. In the optimum case, a product will fulfill several functions,
or improve other working processes through information.
n Start with small steps: A smart product like a shift-planning app
may only change a small part of the production process, but it is
ideally suited as a test bed for larger projects. If a physical product
like a machine is involved as the starting point, it should a lways be
assigned to its own virtual identity, for example in a cloud application that contains the interaction details of the product. This information can in turn be gradually integrated into open systems
architectures and shared with third-party providers, customers or
partners for further product enhancements and variants.
n Extend your product ecosystem: Billions of objects and services
will be integrated into the IoT/IIoT in the coming years. It is therefore highly likely that customers, partners and suppliers are already working on smart products, or even already have them. It is
essential for businesses to be a part of this network. The central
challenges in networking beyond the boundaries of a factory or
company consist of creating synergies for customers using new
models of cooperation and application scenarios and, at the same
time, optimizing internal processes and cost structures. It is further possible to reduce e.g. development costs and time to market
when shared “data labs” are established with customers and partners as experimental fields for enhancing products and business
models.
In particular, manufacturing companies should not put off the development of smart products to the near or far future, but instead
start the process today in order to transform existing production
lines into modular and efficient manufacturing systems. It is worth
entering the global competition for the most intelligent product for
this purpose alone.
Photographs: ROI Management Consulting AG

www.roi-international.com

Hans-Georg Scheibe, member of the Management Board
of ROI Management Consulting AG in Munich and
professional for operational excellence issues, supply
chain management and manufacturing
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Worldwide News
“Sommer-automatic” Brand transferred to Zimmer Group Umbrella Brand
The Sommer-automatic brand for gripper, mechanical handling
and robot components by the Zimmer Group has been discontinued. The products will, however, still be available under the
company’s umbrella brand. This change is just one of a series of
strategic decisions taken by the company and is part of an internal
restructuring process. The transition to the umbrella brand also
represents the transition to Industry 4.0. Components that used to
be purely mechanical are now being equipped with sensors and

A player emerges in
the mechanical drive
technology market
Drive technology specialists
David Brown and Santasalo
have been trading under the
name of David Brown Santasalo
since June 1, 2016. This new
player on the market has over
1,000 employees on four
continents, seven major
production sites and 23
servicing locations. Customers
come from all areas of industry
for raw materials processing,
marine, armaments, power and
industrial production. CEO of
David Brown Santasalo,
Thomas Burley aims to invest
in product lines for strategically

control units, pneumatic drives are being replaced with electric
ones, and mechatronic components are now being implemented
instead of pure mechanical solutions. All the data, that is generated,
is transferred to central control systems via bus systems. The
evaluation of this data is expected to generate new possibilities to
control production processes.
www.zimmer-group.de/en
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continued training qualifications for their employees in
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HARD- AND SOFTWARE PROVIDE SAFETY

NEWS AND MARKETS

Safety is extremely important in the world of mobile machinery. This relates to the
safety of the control, drive and working process. To guarantee this safety, electronic
control units within the hardware and software must be prepared, designed and
qualified accordingly. This sets the highest requirements for the development process,
qualification, documentation and production.
The ESX-3xx range with 32-bit processors is designed for these requirements and
certified for use up to performance level PL d and safety integrity level SIL 2. SensorTechnik Wiedemann develops hard- and software, produces the control units at its own
production facilities, and supports customers to develop applications in accordance with
the V-model.
www.sensor-technik.de/en
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Kaufbeuren

Linear system solutions
for special purpose machines
Special purpose machines are one of the supporting
pillars of machine tools industry. Whether in the
interlinking of presses in sheet metal processing or the
fitting of CNC production lines with tools, it is the
flexible solutions of these machines running in the
background that ensure the optimum productivity of
high-end machinery.

W

ith machine tool development cycles becoming shorter and
shorter along with the higher degree of flexibility now
required in production plants, the special purpose machine manufacturers are now getting affected directly. They are adapting to the
fact that the time-to-market for their solutions keeps shrinking.
Having a brief period between the customer inquiries and submitting a tender is often a decisive factor to quickly prepare a solid
concept and submit a tender. Those who can do this have a clear
advantage here. For special machinery manufacturers, this means
implementing an effective work flow internally as well as with the
drive technology suppliers. After all, these suppliers are involved in
the most important phases of the project, such as task analysis,

s olution conceptualization, design and engineering. Linear systems
are p
 articularly challenging in the project development phase, and
those who offer them need to be able to produce tailor-made linear
systems with short delivery times. For an effective project sequence,
Schaeffler’s INA Linear Technology offers special machinery manufacturer’s solutions for hardware, software and sales in order to
reduce the time-to-market.

Large portfolio for effective single sourcing
Everything comes from a single source. When it comes to single
sourcing, suppliers with a complete portfolio of rolling bearings
and linear technology offer better efficiency in procurement.
However, this is offset by a need for electrical components for
drives in linear modules of many different motor and control
system manufacturers – as demanded by the customers of special
machinery manufacturers. In such a scenario, Schaeffler balances
the act very elegantly by supplementing the linear system port
folio with motors, control systems and sensors from a wide range
of producers on the market.
Henning Dombek, Vice President of System Solutions at INA
Linear Technology explains: “We already offer a very diverse range
with our standard drive technology (see the AL1 catalog). How
ever, we also specialize in factoring in the motor and control
system suppliers of our customers, since this is much more

MACHINE ELEMENTS

The key to individual linear axes is not just having a large
modular system range. The work flow from the order inquiry
up to delivery of the fully-assembled system is also important
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Linear modules with monorail guidance system
Drive element

Linear module

Tandem module

Clamping module

Compact module

Toothed belt

√

√

√

Ball screw

√

√

√

√

Handling
Positioning
Processing

As a self-supporting
transverse axis,
rigid axes,
measuring tasks,
Processing

Aligning
Tensioning
Fixing
Centering

Positioning
Handling
Processing

√

Cograil
Use/function

Telescopic module

Handling
Handover
Approval of work
spaces

Wide variety of INA linear modules with monorail guidance system

a dvantageous for their procurement, spare parts inventory and
maintenance process. In order to provide a wide selection here,
there is hardly any manufacturer of electrical drive technology
that we do not offer. This simplifies purchasing for the customer
and delivers a ready-to-operate individual axis that is solely from
a single source.”
The line of linear modules ranges from a precise compact module
with a small cross-section to a highly durable tandem module with
two parallel monorail guidance systems or the new telescopic modules. With the large portfolio of standard linear modules and linear
tables, it is very easy to provide the speed, load-carrying capacity,
and rigidity required for each task (Tables 1 and 2).

Precision saves development time and costs
Testing procedures are not economical for very small batch sizes in
the manufacturing of special purpose machinery. Consequently,
the process of designing a linear system needs to be very close to
reality. There are free calculation tools on the market but they do

not always satisfy the level of precision needed. Their simplified
calculation process usually leads to oversized linear components
and drive up the hardware costs unnecessarily. For this reason, it is
particularly important in special purpose machine manufacturing
to decide the reliability with respect to load safety and operating
life. Schaeffler brings about these conditions with its Bearinx-online
Easy Linear System calculation and configuration tool. The software
calculates the actual linear guidance load for each individual rolling
contact, yet is very easy and intuitive to use. This is mainly thanks to
the client-server concept: Intelligence and complexity are stored on
a powerful Schaeffler server in the calculation engine, which
executes complicated calculations and delivers precise results.
Users – both customers and Schaeffler engineers, all of them access
the same calculation engine.
The Bearinx-online Easy Linear System calculation algorithm
factors in:
n the connection of all axes for closed linear system calculation,
accelerated table and machine bed masses
n the non-linear elastic deflection behavior of the rolling elements
n
the elasticity of the carriage and guideway in recirculating
guidance systems
n load-related contact angle shifts in linear ball bearings
n the actual contact pressure when accounting for a tilted position
and rolling element profiles
n Elastic deformations of the linear system when operating points
are set
Using the Bearinx-online Easy Linear System, it is very easy to combine pre-defined linear modules with servomotors and planetary
gears to form drive-powered single or multiple axis systems and
configure them as a system. Selecting the suitable motor/gearbox
combination for the particular linear module along with displays of

01

Entering load cycles and graphics in the Bearinx Easy Linear
System
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System solutions from certified partners

Linear tables
Drive element

Closed shaft
guidance system

Open shaft
guidance system

Without drive √

√

Trapezoidal
screw drive

√

√

Ball screw
drive

√

√

Monorail
guidance system

√

Wide variety of INA linear tables

the preferred ranges is greatly simplified for the user. This ensures
that the load-carrying capacity of the guidance system, toothed belt
drive, or ball screw drive will match the motor/gearbox combination. The additional use of Servosoft from Controleng is only for
configuration in borderline cases, such as when a smaller motor is
to be used for specified cycles. This manufacturer-independent
software tool offers both INA Linear Technology and customers the
great benefit of including the motors and gearboxes of all important
suppliers in the Servosoft database. Servosoft is also widely accepted and regarded as an industry standard. In this way, it is no problem at all to design INA linear modules using electrical components
from other manufacturers.
To register with Bearinx-online, one needs an address, email
address, personally selected login data and then you can start right
away with calculations in the browser. It is easy to use and does not
require a great deal of prior knowledge. The user receives the calculation results as a PDF, the calculation file with all entry data and a
link to the request for a quotation with an automated bill of materials
via email. The designer uses the bill of materials to embed the linear
modules’ CAD data from the online product selection and consultation system directly into his design.

A network of specialist and certified partners – Schaeffler Tech
nology Partner Industrial Systems, or STP Systems – quickly combines individual and small-scale production solutions from existing
Schaeffler system solution standards. They take care of technical
consultation, design, engineering, packaging, assembly, and initial
operation – in the same way as Schaeffler engineers at INA Linear
Technology in Homburg. They also have the production capacities
necessary for customer-specific special parts in order to complete
individual system solutions. The benefits for Schaeffler’s customers
are that, from a local provider, they can receive plug & play-ready
linear systems with high-quality production standards, designed
using the latest calculation tools in single pieces and with a short
delivery time. The available partners can be found on the
www.schaeffler.de homepage under Sales.

AL1 Catalog: Indispensable even in the age of
online tools
Over nearly 900 pages, the newly published Schaeffler AL1 Drivepowered Linear Units catalog covers the entire standard product
range of INA Linear Technology system solutions: linear modules,
linear tables, servomotors, servo control systems, planetary gears,
and accessories. In this way, all of the components necessary for
designing single and multiple axis mechatronic systems are included
in one single volume. The catalog is particularly recommended for
use in combination with Schaeffler calculation tool Bearinx-online
Easy Linear System. It is therefore possible to select components in
Bearinx and then read up on their technical characteristics in detail
if necessary. The corresponding components can be found right
away thanks to the clear and illustrated tabs. All products listed in
the catalog are perfectly compatible, making it extremely easy to
assemble all of these components to form just the right linear
system for the application.
Photographs: Schaeffler AG

www.schaeffler.com

About Schaeffler AG

MACHINE ELEMENTS

The Schaeffler Group is a leading integrated automotive
and industrial supplier. The company based in Herzogenaurach, Germany, generated revenues of approximately
13 billion Euros in 2015. With more than 84,000 employees,
Schaeffler is one of the world’s largest family owned
companies. The technology group has approximately 
170 locations in more than 50 countries with a worldwide
network of manufacturing plants, research and development centers, and sales subsidiaries. The Schaeffler group
makes key contributions towards ‘mobility for tomorrow’
with precision components and systems in engines, transmission and chassis applications as well as rolling and
plain bearing solutions for industrial applications.

02

The new AL1 catalog includes the complete INA range of drive-powered linear units – an ideal
supplement to the Bearinx-online Easy Linear System. The catalog is in English available, too
MDA Technologies 4/2016

DriveLine actuators with power and
control electronics

NSK’s spindle bearings deliver big
annualized costs savings

DriveLine actuators from SIKO GmbH now offer the industrial
Fieldbus interfaces Ethernet / IP, Profinet and EtherCAT and
Powerlink. Via the additional digital inputs and outputs, further
signals from external proximity switches or limit switches, control
devices can be detected, and actions can be initiated or they can be
sent to signal units.
The AG26 actuator
can be integrated
flexibly into various
machine designs,
which is particularly
attractive to OEMs
and operators alike.
The programming
work, the setup and
adjustment times are
minimal, enabling
fast activation. The
AG26 has a hollow
stainless steel shaft with a diameter of 20 mm. The actuator is fitted
directly to feed and auxiliary axes. It is intended for locations
where space is limited. Integration into various safety concepts is
very simple with the AG26 as the power supply for the control and
power electronics is separated. A significant burden is lifted from
the higher-level PLC by the integrated control electronics.

When NSK conducted a detailed failure analysis on request of
the heat exchanger manufacturer, the company experts found
the failed angular contact ball bearings and the poor quality of
the lubricant. It was discovered
that coolant and metallic particles
– both by-products of the machining process – had penetrated the
bearings. The result was deterioration of the lubricant and consequently failure of bearing units
themselves. To overcome the issue,
NSK proposed the use of its sealed,
high-precision, angular contact ball bearings which are
deployed widely as spindle bearings in the machine tool
industry. These bearings have contactless seals that are
designed to deliver exemplary resistance to the penetration of
contaminants without causing friction to increase or spindle
performance to drop. To accommodate the increased axial
loads exerted on spindles, bearings with a higher contact
angle were chosen by NSK. After fitting NSK bearings to 3 of its
horizontal machining centres, spindle bearing operating life
increased by a factor of 12. The heat exchanger manufacturer
is realising annual cost savings of € 24,000 as a consequence of
switching to NSK’s sealed, high-precision, angular contact ball
bearings.

www.siko-global.com

www.nsk.com
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Lubrication solutions for one of
the world’s largest copper mines

Advanced lubrication management systems and lubricant products, when looked at
from a solutions-oriented approach can play an important role in optimising rotating
equipment’s performance and improving cost effectiveness for the mine operator.

MACHINE ELEMENTS

P

eru, officially the Republic of Peru is a country in western South
America. The country has a population of more than 30 million
and is an extremely bio-diverse country. With habitats ranging from
the arid plains of the Pacific coast, peaks of the Andes Mountains to
the tropical Amazon rainforest. Owing to its bio-diversity and rich
mineral assets, this South American nation experienced an economic boom in 2 000 s, and is one of the fastest growing economies in
the region. Currently It is one of the world’s biggest producers of
base and precious metals. It is the third largest producer of copper
and zinc in the world and also a major producer of gold and silver.
In recent years, increasing demand for mining commodities has led
to rapid and large-scale development of mining exploration and
production activities in Peru. It has a steadily growing economy,
largely driven by mining, which accounts for 12 % of its GDP. The
high rates of production have attracted a large amount of inbound
investment into Peru’s mining sector. An estimated $ 50 billion is
expected to flow into the country over the next few years.
New mines and expansion projects are expected to more than
double its copper production to 2.8 million tonnes by 2016 For
example, its Las Bambas mine, one of the world‘s largest producers
of the metal. MMG Ltd, the Australia-based company, controlled by
China’s Minmetals Corp, bought the Las Bambas project in 2014 for
more than $ 5 billion. The mine, which is expected to churn out over
200,000 tonnes of copper in 2016, and close to 400,000 tonnes in
2017. The Las Bambas mine, located at 4,000 metres in the south of
Peru, will also produce significant amounts of silver, gold and
molybdenum over its 20-year mine life.

Productivity: on top of every mining
operator’s agenda
Not just in Peru, but worldwide, the mining sector faces a host of
industry challenges, including fluctuating commodity prices,
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s limming margins, and increasing expectations from shareholders
and national governments. These factors have driven mining
companies to focus not just on production volumes, but also on
maintaining and improving productivity levels.
In recent years, productivity growth in the mining sector has been
on the decline, and addressing this issue is at the top of almost every
mining executive’s agenda. Mining equipment has been the cause
of some of the greatest declines in productivity. The biggest issue is
that while mining operators understand the value of productive
equipment, they do not have the right information to underpin their
productivity strategies. For example, the payload inefficiency, which
is often an overlooked variable in performance assessment, where
as it can be one of the most helpful factors that can be used to assess
equipment performance. Mining equipment actually represents a
major opportunity for productivity gains within an operation.
Another interesting example is the importance of equipment
maintenance. Implementing best-in-class maintenance practices
can be the difference between achieving acceptable equipment
availability rates and achieving industry-leading availability rates of
more than 90 %. There are a range of services available to mine operators that can arm them with the right information when it comes
to improving equipment maintenance and performance.
Here, lubricant products and services—when looked at from a
solutions-oriented approach—can play an important role in improving the productivity. This is where the Swedish company SKF and
its expertise come into picture.

From Sweden to Peru
The Swedish technology giant, SKF has recently secured a contract
with the Las Bambas mine in Peru to provide lubrication management services for all electric motors in the mine’s concentrator
plant. The two-year agreement with Las Bambas includes

e ngineering, planning and scheduling, execution and management
of all lubrication-related activities for the electric motors. In addition,
SKF will supply lubrication system components and tools to the mine. Engineered specifically for Las Bambas, the lubrication
solutions will contribute to increased equipment reliability and cost
effectiveness.
“As part of its reliability programme, Las Bambas needed a worldclass lubrication system for its electric motors,” said Service &
Upselling Manager Carlos Lahura of SKF Peru. “Mine personnel
contacted SKF to develop a series of integrated lubrication solutions for their rotating machinery and were impressed by SKF’s
technology and expertise. As a result, SKF was engaged to provide
lubrication management services as well.”
Apart from deploying SKF’s expertise in the copper concentrator
plant, the Mine operator has also deployed the ultimate SKF ThreeBarrier Solution, consisting of sealed SKF Explorer spherical roller
bearings, housings and SKF Taconite Seals, for the mine’s overland
conveyor belts, with shafts measuring between 500 mm

About SKF

Robust construction of sealed SKF Explorer spherical roller bearings,
housings and SKF Taconite seals

The company SKF based in Goeteborg, Sweden, is a
global supplier of bearings, seals, mechatronics, lubrication
systems, and services which include technical support,
maintenance and reliability services, engineering consulting
and training. SKF is represented in more than 130 countries
and has around 17,000 distributor locations worldwide.
Annual sales in 2015 were SEK 75 997 million and the number
of employees was 46,635.

and 700 mm. The bearings and housings provided will have integrated sensor positions for condition monitoring that offer improved
contamination protection needed in severe weather conditions.
Photographs: SKF AB

www.skf.com
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Air actuators in pantographs
ensure uniform contact pressure
in the transmission of power from
overhead lines to rail vehicles

Holistic solutions
from a single source
Whether it is hoses, drive belts, or air springs –
ContiTech offers an package from a single source for
original equipment manufacturers and the spare parts
market. “Our aim is to support our customers in
finding the optimal ContiTech product for their
applications,” says Jürgen Zwoll, ContiTech general
manager of industrial sales in Asia.

MACHINE ELEMENTS

About ContiTech
Continental develops intelligent technologies for
transporting people and their goods. As a reliable
partner, the international automotive supplier, tire
manufacturer, and industrial partner, the company offers
sustainable, safe, comfortable and customized solutions. The corporation with its five divisions Chassis &
Safety, Interior, Powertrain, Tire und ContiTech generated provisional sales of approximately € 39.2 billion in
2015. The ContiTech division is one of the leading
suppliers of technical rubber products and is a specialist
for plastics technology. It develops and produces
functional parts, components and systems for mechanical and plant engineering, the mining and automotive
industries, and other major industries. In 2014 ContiTech
recorded a sales of around 5.4 billion euros and employ
strength of around 43,000 in 44 countries worldwide.
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T

he international technology company offers solutions ranging
from flexible transfer hoses, to high-performance belts, and air
actuators that can be individually adapted to customer requirements. The product examples below are typical of the variety of technical highlights available in a range of sectors – “made by ContiTech.”

Customized hose solutions for intralogistics
From the hose component to the complex line system – ContiTech
delivers adjusted hose solutions for use in the intralogistics industry,
including the Conti Excelsus transfer hose for high-temperature
applications. Depending on the design, the hose can withstand
temperatures of up to 250  °C, supplies the turbocharger with
cooling water and lubricating oil, and is also used in its control
system. Its flexibility allows it to be used even in especially tight
and complex installation situations and it is also suitable for transporting air, for example, in exhaust systems and as a fuel return line.
Its special braid made of a plastic textile, which is resistant to high
temperatures and chemicals, makes the hose extremely flexible.
Thanks to its consistent lightweight construction, this high-
temperature transfer hose is also considerably lighter than the
PTFE tubes braided with stainless steel that have been used up to
now. “Our product therefore contributes toward reducing fuel
consumption and therefore CO2-emissions,” explains Klaus Brühne,
a developer at ContiTech.
The Conti Excelsus is part of a modular system. Users can select
the best product for them depending on the particular application
and it can also be produced as a molded hose or supplied by the
meter. Furthermore, a kink-resistant version is available.
Another highlight for intralogistics is already successfully used in
forklift trucks: flexible, dimensionally stable oil lines made from a PA
tube with reinforcement. They are approved for operating pressures

of 80 bar and are suitable for use as low-pressure hydraulic lines and
many other applications. These oil lines from ContiTech are much
more flexible than previous PA tubes, yet they are preformed. Their
structure also means that they can dampen vibrations.

Foodstuff hoses meet high standards

03

The Synchroforce
Carbon with a carbon
tensile member is the
strongest rubber timing
belt in the ContiTech range

Improving safety and cleanliness when handling food and drink is a
constant focus of the Chinese foodstuffs industry. As a rubber and
plastics expert, ContiTech provides the solution with its industrial
hoses. The hygienically smooth, non-porous surfaces of the hoses
ensure the odor and taste-neutral transportation of goods. Specially
developed for use with milk collecting trucks, ContiTech presents a
product that guarantees safe and reliable handling of foodstuffs –
the blue Collector foodstuffs hose. It is resistant to ozone, weathering, and abrasion and can be cleaned easily. The industrial hose is
also offered as a complete hose assembly with a coupling system
and protective rubber ring.
One thing is for certain: whether you need hydraulic hoses, oil
lines, or foodstuff handling lines, ContiTech has comprehensive
materials and process expertise, using modern CNC bending
machines and measurement equipment to find a customer solution.

Drive solutions for the heavy-duty sector
In the field of drive solutions, ContiTech is developing products that
meet the highest requirements for industrial applications and can
demonstrate their strengths across the entire breadth of the plant
and mechanical engineering industry. With the Conti Synchroforce
Carbon, ContiTech has added a new heavy-duty timing belt to its
range, which impresses with its high acceleration and shock loading. The belt is made from a temperature-resistant rubber compound with a carbon tensile member. This makes it low-stretch and
stable at high torque levels. Thanks to these properties, the Conti
Synchroforce Carbon is the strongest rubber timing belt in the
ContiTech range. The innovative drive belt is electrically conductive
in accordance with ISO 9563 and stands out thanks to a temperature resistance from -30 to +130 °C.
With the FO Pioneer, ContiTech has also developed a powerful
V-belt. Thanks to its high-performance EPDM compound, frictionlocked drives are now possible even in extreme temperature ranges
between -40 and +120 °C. The FO Pioneer is resistant to dust and
tropical climates, and is also conductive as per ISO 1813 as well as
partially oil resistant. It also can be used throughout the entire
mechanical engineering industry, even to cost-effectively replace
existing drives.

01

The
versatile oil line
exhibits shape
stability and
flexibility at the
same time

02

The transfer hose for
high-temperature applications is flexible and resistant
to kinking if required

04

Thanks to its
high-performance EPDM
compound, the FO Pioneer
has a long service life

In addition, ContiTech presents the recently developed drive calculation software Conti Professional, which is available online at
www.conti-professional.com.

Air actuators in pantographs fulfill strict fire
protection requirements
Across the world, the use of rail vehicles as a means of transport is
increasing. This includes China, where by 2020, the country’s rail
network will have been extended by 30,000 km of track. Due to the
great distances covered, the main focus is on high-speed lines along
which trains with single-arm pantographs can travel. These power
supply units transmit the power from the overhead line to the rail cars,
supplying the electric motor, electronic controller, and on-board systems with electricity. As pneumatic drive components, the air actuators generate the right pressure required for the contact between the
conductor lines and the overhead line. Depending on the requirements of the overhead line system, the contact pressure can be
continuously adjusted in the air actuator by applying gauge pressure.
This results in an optimally attuned system with a drive that is long
lasting and low maintenance.
ContiTech has now set a new standard in safety as, recently, it has
been possible to use an fire-resistant material to produce these air
actuators and therefore meet the strict requirements of international
rail transport. “As the first manufacturer of air actuators, we offer rail
vehicle operators the highest level of operating safety as our new
material complies with the current European fire protection standard EN 45545,” says Carsten Klages, sales manager for industrial
applications at ContiTech Air Spring Systems.
Based on these products, ContiTech offers customized holistic
solutions for fields as varied as the textile, foodstuffs, and agricultural
industry to renewable energies, ventilation systems, and intralogistics.
Photographs: ContiTech

www.contitech.de/index_en.html
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ASSESSING
FLUIDS
DEVELOPMENTS OVER THE LAST
FEW YEARS

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING
TO DIN 51524
The requirements of hydraulic fluids on mineral oils
basis are regulated in Germany by DIN 51524. Amongst
other things we distinguish between HL, HLP, HVLP and
HLPD.

The demands and efficiency in hydraulics have
increased significantly. The power to weight
ratio of axial piston pumps and motors for
example has more than doubled over the last
few decades. Over and above this the level of
pressure in numerous applications has risen
considerably. This improved performance places
demands on the hydraulic fluids used much
more than before. Hydraulic fluids in combination with the operating conditions have a decisive
influence on wear behavior and in this way on
the life expectancy of hydraulic components.

HL stands for hydraulic oils with active substances to
increase corrosion protection and durability, which can
be used up to 200 bar.
HLP stands for hydraulic oils (pressurized fluids);
hydraulic oil that provides increased wear
protection: DIN 51524, Part 2
HLP: like HL, however with high pressure additives,
also for pressures above 200 bar. HVLP oils in addition
have improved viscosity.

MACHINE ELEMENTS

HLPD mineral oils in comparison to HLP oils offer
additional detergent properties.
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STANDARDS ARE NO LONGER
UP-TO-DATE
The minimum requirements valid to-day in the
corresponding DIN 51524 standards for
hydraulic fluids based on mineral oil, ISO 15380
for environmentally compatible hydraulic fluids
as well as ISO 12922 for hydraulic fluids with
low flammability, do not however reflect these
increased demands. Up until now however
mechanical equipment manufacturers have
only been able to rely on fluid manufacturer
details when choosing their fluids, and chose
suitable fluids by trial & error. One mistake here
threatened to shut down the machinery and
bring high warranty claims.

PROBLEMS WITH TRIAL & ERROR
The minimum requirements of standards are not sufficiently
conclusive for modern hydraulic applications. And so tests
demonstrate there can be large differences between the
effectiveness of two fluids, although both fluids meet the
standard. Whilst Fluid 1 already leads to distinct wear on the
pump and motor after barely 150 hours, even after 500 hours
Fluid 2 displays no negative effect on the components.

PRACTICAL

FLUID ASSESSMENT

term

145 h

term

510 h

About Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth is a worldwide leading supplier of hydraulics,
electric drives and controls, gear technology, linear motion and
assembly technology. With locations in over 80 countries and
more than 31,100 associates, the company generated sales
revenue of approximately 5.4 billion Euros in 2015. The company
has a global expertise in the market segments of Mobile
Applications, Machinery Applications and Engineering, and
Factory Automation to develop innovative components as well
as tailored system solutions and services.

Based on internal tests, Bosch Rexroth has
developed a scientifically based and standardized
fluid assessment process named Fluid Rating – including an internally standardized practical test
with several hundred hours of operation under
different conditions. In this way fluids and their
physical interactions with pump and motor are
examined in practice.
This is suitable for all hydraulic media on mineral
oil basis and related types of hydrocarbons,
environmentally compatible media, as well as
highly inflammable, water-free hydraulic fluids.
Manufacturers of lubricants and additives can use
this process we describe as Fluid Rating in order to
independently assess the effectiveness of their
hydraulic fluids.
At www.boschrexroth.com/fluidrating of
lubricant and additive manufacturers can register
for the assessment process. Rexroth then requests
the characteristic technical values of the hydraulic
fluid to be assessed from the manufacturer,
examines them for plausibility and has the
conformance with standards confirmed. The
additional requirements included tighter norm
parameters and specific fluid and pump tests.
These show the suitability of the hydraulic fluid
for defined Rexroth components. If the hydraulic
fluid fulfills all requirements, it is accepted into
the Bosch Rexroth Fluid Rating List which Rexroth
uses internally and in future will also provide to
the company’s customers.
www.boschrexroth.com/fluidrating
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SETTING STANDARTS
in the wind power sector

Competitive advantages for
manufacturers and operators of
wind power systems are promised
by the Argo-Hytos Exapor Max 2
filter elements. The components
were specifically designed to fulfil
the demanding requirements of the
wind power industry.

A

s one of the world's leading manufacturers of innovative solutions for the hydraulics industry, Argo-Hytos has opened a new
chapter in the history of hydraulic filtration with the introduction of
Exapor Max 2.
The requirements of machine operators in the area of mobile and
industrial hydraulics for ever-greater machine availability, longer
service intervals, lower-cost spare parts, and lower operating costs
were both the motivation and the objective for the development of
the Exapor Max 2 filter element.

MACHINE ELEMENTS

Significantly reduced pressure loss
To improve the performance density of the filters, in addition to increasing clogging capacity, it is also necessary to reduce pressure loss.
Using flow simulations Argo-Hytos has succeeded in
gaining knowledge about the conditions in the fold
channel. Argo-Hytos has been able to identify the key
influence factors responsible for pressure loss in the
folded material. The result is a special web technology for
production of the new hybrid fabric that ensures that
optimal opening of the fold channels is maintained. Thus
pressure loss in the fold is reduced by as much as 50 %. It
was possible to impressively implement the findings
obtained in the simulation in practical application, and
confirm them in numerous trials.
Reduction of pressure loss in the filter element by as
much as 40% at constant flow rate inversely means that at
a specified pressure loss, a flow rate that is up to 65 % higher
can be realized with the Exapor Max 2 filter elements.
MDA Technologies 4/2016

When configuring hydraulic systems, depending on the application, a smaller filter size can be used, and thus weight, resources
and costs can be saved.
Due to the reduction of pressure loss in existing systems this
means that the bypass valve opens less often and for a shorter period to protect the filter elements. Consequently fewer particles get
through the bypass to the pure oil side and the danger of malfunction due to non-filtered oil is significantly reduced.

Improved dirt retention capacity
The performance-optimized structure of the new 3-layer filter material consists of various fine glass and polyester fibers. This new type
of material matrix in the pre-filter and ultra-fine filter materials of
the Exapor Max 22 filter elements significantly contributes to
improvement of clogging capacity; for example clogging
capacity could be increased by as much as 60% in filter fineness 5 µm(c).
The unusually low differential pressure and the high clogging capacity of the Exapor Max 2 filter elements enable long
service intervals and outstanding cold start characteristics.

Meeting the highest requirements
Depending on the application, filter elements are
subject to strong flexural fatigue stress induced

01 Exapor Max 2-filter element
02 The originality seal of Argo-Hytos

Fold width (mm)

Standard filter element

Exapor Max 2 filter element

Fold height (mm)

03 Simulation graphic of the pressure relationships in the fold of a filter element (sectional

view).The perimeter of the fold is shown in black and the support fabric is shown in white

elements. This measure is just one of the many measures of an
extensive copy protection concept to protect the products and offer
advantages to the customers.

Advantages of the technology

by volume flow and pressure fluctuations, for example in hydraulic
pitch adjustment systems.
Due to the flow rate fluctuations, differential pressure changes
occur on the filter element, which results in the flexural fatigue
stresses referred to above. The fabric that has been developed and
patented by Argo-Hytos consists of a mix of stainless steel and
polyester fibers; in this combination all the advantages of metal
and plastic fabrics are exploited and the disadvantages of pure
metal or plastic fabrics are effectively avoided. The stainless steel
threads arranged longitudinally ensure dissipation of electrostatic
charges, which effectively prevents damage to the filter material
and the associated worsening of oil purity. The polyester fibers
arranged transverse to the metal threads ensure optimal flexural
fatigue strength and avoidance of fatigue failure.
Improved flow fatigue characteristics, differential pressure
stability, as well as safe dissipation of electrostatic charges significantly contribute to the long service life of the filter elements.

Introduction of copy protection
The plastic sheathing shrink-fit onto the filter bellows, not only improves the technical aspects, it also enhances the visual impression
that emphasizes the quality of the products. The plastic sheathing is
customer-specifically and individually imprinted. All Exapor Max 2
filter elements are fitted with this feature which clearly increases the
recognition value of the filter elements.
In this manner it is easy to externally differentiate originals from
copies. Thus all machine operators who value quality and safety will
have the possibility of easily verifying the authenticity of the filter

Benefits from the use of Exapor Max 2 filter element technology:
n Increased operational reliability: The risk of sudden machine
failure and downtime of windnenergy plants can be significantly
reduced. Maintenance intervals can be extended, resulting in
significant cost and time savings.
n Because of the significantly higher dirt holding capacity, the filter
element changeover period can be extended. For wind power
plants with time-based maintenance intervals, the service life
reserve and operating reliability is increased.
n Improved oil cleanliness extends the wear service life of components and of the hydraulic and lubricating oils.
n Significant reduction in pressure loss combined with improved
dirt holding capacity results in a higher performance density that
enables the use of smaller filters, depending on the application.
Photographs: Argo-Hytos

www.Argo-Hytos.com

About Argo-Hytos
Argo-Hytos has an established international network
of production and distribution companies. The company
offers customer-oriented added value and expertise at
the customers’ location. As a medium-sized family
business with more than 1300 employees Argo-Hytos has
more than 65 years of experience in Fluid & Motion
Control and Filtration technology in mobile and industrial
hydraulics. Especially in the mobile hydraulics sector
Argo-Hytos has developed into one of the innovation
leaders. With production companies in Germany, Czech
Republic, India and China as well as numerous own
distribution and assembly companies the Argo-Hytos
Group is active worldwide.
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“Off the shelf” linear axes solutions based on modular principle
Maintenance-free, lubricant-free and ready to install, linear guides
are becoming more popular in machine manufacturing. The
motion plastics specialist igus has developed a construction kit for
its drylin ZLW axes, with which the
customers can individually assemble
their own solutions. In this modular
system, width, rail distances and length of
the axes can be adapted quickly and
easily. Due to the low profile of the
toothed belt axes, even small installation
spaces are sufficient. With the new drylin
ZLW modular system, cross beams, rails
and carriages can be designed in the

Encoders from Baumer for railway
application
Baumer with its multi- faceted sensor technology has been
contributing significantly towards the demands of railway
industry. The new high-performing axle encoder BPIK merges
Baumer’s competence and expertise in providing optimal
solutions for tasks concerning speed feedback in railway
application. The bearingless axle encoder with a magnetic
rotor acquires the wheel speed at high resolution and is ideal
for any speed-related application at the vehicle bogie. The
robust encoder is designed particularly for the adverse
impacts prevailing at the wheel axle and supplies extremely
low-jitter signals at up to 1,200 ppr. The low-noise signals
ensure very accurate and high-dynamic feedback of the wheel
speed enabling the sensor to reliably detect any torsion
vibration early on. This ensures minimum wear at maximum
traction control and capacity even at low speed and under
difficult track conditions. Like all bearingless encoders by
Baumer, BPIK is virtually free from wear and particularly
resistant against shocks, vibration and dirt. In addition to
information on speed, the
encoder further provides
output data of an integrated
temperature sensor.

desired size and material. Due to the new installation size ZLW-20,
loads up to 75 kg can be lifted, with maximum stroke lengths of up
to 3,000 mm. The wide drive belt also permits high speeds of more
than 5 m/s. The polyurethane toothed belt
with steel cable reinforcement is set
centrally on the carriage at the required
belt tension. Due to the open design, the
linear axes are easy to clean and also
insensitive to dirt. Grooved ball bearings
ensure a robust support and greater
energy efficiency.
www.igus.com

Ready for mobile automation: Inclino
meter IN88 with CANopen interface
Horizontal position measurement for a
vehicle leveling for agricultural and forestry
machinery, is one example where inclinometers are required. In this area, the
demands placed on the sensors always
remain the same: accuracy, robustness and
long service life. These demands led to the
development of the new Kübler inclinometers. The high protection level IP67 and
IP69k, the wide temperature range from -40
up to +85 °C, completed with the high shock
resistance up to 100g and vibration resistance up
to 10g ensure trouble-free outdoor use. The inclinometers allow
measuring 2-dimensional inclinations of ±85 ° or 1-dimensional
inclinations up to 360 °. Their resolution reaches 0.01 ° and an
absolute accuracy of ±0.4° is possible at a temperature of 25 °C. The
measuring principle is capacitive or MEMS. Filter settings individually parameterizable via CANopen allow adapting easily the
inclinometers to the application. The inclinometers are equipped
with the CANopen interface, which belongs to the usual interfaces
in mobile automation. The inclinometers are available in the
variants with 1 M12 connector or with 2 M12 connectors. Supply
voltage is 10 to 30 V DC.

www.baumer.com
www.kuebler.com

PRODUCT NEWS

Continental expands its portfolio to agri-business with new drive belts
Continental, the international technology company is intensifying its activities in
agri-business and expanding its product portfolio in drive belts, under the
product range ‘Continental Agridur’. These drive belts meet the high requirements of the agricultural industry and provide a highly reliable power transmission in farm machines – even in harsh environmental conditions such as dirt,
dust and moisture. In addition, ContiTech supports its customers in the design
and construction of belts in order to offer them custom-fit solutions, tailored to
their individual needs. The introduction of Agridur drive belts also brings further
advantages: as an optimized warehouse program enables faster delivery times.
The introduction of Agridur drive belts takes place as part of a global expansion of
the off-highway segment of the Continental Corporation. The company offers an
extensive portfolio for off-highway applications, consisting of components,
systems and solutions, which make agricultural, constructional and transport
machines and vehicles safer, more efficient, cleaner and more comfortable.
www.contitech.de/index_en.html
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Highly accurate and flexible beam
couplings from Ruland

Portable stroboscope with auto-sync
laser function

Beam couplings from Ruland, the specialist in shaft collars and
couplings, are designed to couple stepper and servo motors to
encoders, lead screws, and light duty actuators in a variety of
industries. These beam couplings consist of two overlapping spiral
cuts to increase torque capabilities and torsional stiffness when
compared to the commodity style single beam coupling. Separating the spiral cuts into two sets gives the coupling better parallel
misalignment capabilities while easily accommodating angular,
complex, and axial misalignment. They are available with 4 or
6 beams in inch, metric, and inch to metric bore combinations
ranging from 3 to 20 mm. 4 beam couplings are more flexible with
lower bearing loads and are ideal for encoders while 6 beam
couplings feature a larger body size with shorter spiral
cuts. Ruland manufactures beam couplings in 7075
aluminum for improved flexibility
and low inertia or 303 stainless steel
for higher torque capacity.

The portable LED stroboscope RT Strobe super qbLeD has 118
high-power LEDs, and the auto-sync laser function, an outstanding
technical highlight for which Rheintacho has applied for a patent.
By means of a far-reaching transmission / reception system based
on lasers, the flash rate
of the stroboscope is
synchronised automatically. A laser beam sent
from the stroboscope is
reflected by a reflective
tape, back to the
recipient cell on the front
side of the stroboscope.
As a result, the controls
of the stroboscope
calculate the rotation
rate of the object, feeds in the flash frequency of the stroboscope
and outputs it again as a precisely measured value. For applications in which the reflex tape cannot be attached directly to the
object under observation, an observation function (auto-save) has
also been added. Thereby, similar to the focus lock on a photo
camera, the speed at a position of the system which rotates with a
similar to equal speed can be taken down, and this frequency can
then be used for further observation on the position of the system
which is actually to be tested. Fluctuating rotational speeds are not
a problem anymore.

www.ruland.com

Advanced tube-bending technology in
ship construction
The ship construction industry relies heavily on time- and
cost-saving bending machines for large tube diameters in tube
processing. The company transfluid with its advanced tube
bending technologies considerably reduces the production
costs while creating a time benefit of up to 60 %. The trend is
towards flanges being welded to the straight tube before
bending. With internal linking to the corresponding CAD
programs, the isometrics are directly processed in the
transfluid bending software ‘t project’. The mobile tablet
version, ‘t project Draft’ increases flexibility with special
requirements. If tube data do not come from the CAD, they
can be manually entered in the software. This may be the case
if tubes are already present and are measured accordingly.
Since this is not always done in-house, but may take place
directly on the ships, the tablet version increases flexibility.
Narrow radii are possible even in CuNiFe and stainless steel
pipes, permitting an additional space benefit in the ship. With
excellent flexibility and extremely short tool change times of
less than 20 minutes, directly increases the efficiency in tube
production.

www.rheintacho.com

SEAL TECHNOLOGY
PREMIUM QUALITY SINCE 1867

COG MAKES ITS MARK:

The world‘s
largest O-ring warehouse.

Precision O-rings in 45,000 variants ready for delivery.
www.tube-processing-machines.com
1 – 4 November 2016
Visit us in:
hall E4, booth D4-1

www.COG.de

Drives enable maintenance access
to high-rise structures
Landmark buildings such as the high-rise in 122
Leadenhall Street, London, have their own customized
maintenance access system. Material and window
cleaning personnel are transported by means of hoists
installed on the rooftop. Powerful, safe drives are an
essential part of this reliable solution.

A
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s the design of high-rise buildings becomes more and more
architecturally innovative, solution providers for maintenance
access are challenged to keep pace, with novel solutions required
for every development. In one of its latest projects, Integral Cradles
Ltd designed and installed two Building Maintenance Units or
BMUs for the iconic 52-floor Leadenhall Building in the City of
London. Also known as “The Cheesegrater”, the 225 m skyscraper
features a distinctive tapered shape with one façade angled at 10 °.
The custom-tailored BMUs consist of traversing cranes, cradles, and
support equipment permanently mounted on the roof. Importantly, a telescopic jib provides them with a reach of over 20 m – thereby
they can get to all parts of the building’s exterior. The machinery lifts
glass panels with a combined weight of up to 1,000 kg. It also
assisted with the dismantling of the tower cranes by lifting parts up
to 2,000 kg. With safety and reliability clearly being the major design
considerations, the installation includes several helical bevel
geared motors and SK 500E series inverters supplied by Nord
Drivesystems to precisely position the cradles over and around the
entire tower.

The Leadenhall
Building, City
of London

Global project development with global suppliers
From the outset of the project, Integral Cradles worked with the
architects and the construction company, developing the BMUs
using a ‘virtual construction’ approach called Building Information
Modeling (BIM). This allowed all parties to visualize the access
solution concurrently as the building work progressed, taking into
account even minute design changes that might influence the
façade access system and maintenance regime. Integral Cradles
developed the Leadenhall Building BMU design in collaboration
with its Spanish supply partner Góndolas in Design, S.L. (GinD),
who manufactured and sourced major component parts for the
project. A longstanding Nord Drivesystems customer, Madridbased GinD has supplied BMUs for several prestigious installations
worldwide that also use Nord drives. Quality, service, and global
support are key requirements of Integral Cradles’ and GinD’s design
process. Therefore, it was crucial that all of the critical specifications
could be studied and each drive axis optimally sized by Nord engineers in Germany, with local sales support from Nord Gear Ltd – its
UK subsidiary and one of 36 that operate across all major manufacturing countries worldwide.

Hoist drive functions on board
Each BMU comprises four inverter-driven axes: a traversing axis
runs the counterbalanced crane on a rail system over each halflength of the roof; a slewing axis rotates the crane; a telescopic a xis
extends the jib; and a winch drive feeds cable to elevate the cradle
over the building façade. The luffing axis that positions the jib
angle is powered with a hydraulic actuator. The application
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A Nord SK 9072.1 geared motor drives the
telescopic jib of the Leadenhall Buildings’ BMU

02 Nord Drivesystems SK 500E series

frequency inverters include sophisticated
positioning functions and an on-board PLC

requires smooth acceleration and deceleration without jolts.
These functions are controlled by Nord SK 500E series cabinet
frequency inverters. The user-friendly Nord CON software allows
for a quick and safe inverter parameterization. In addition to
acceleration and deceleration ramps to maintain the soft starts
and stops, a comprehensive list of parameters relevant to the
applications includes a range of operating speeds, brake control,
and safety-relevant conditions. By means of Nord’s optional
ParameterBox, the customer can simply adjust certain parameters
on-site or copy an entire parameter set to another inverter. Featuring precise vector control and a high overload capacity, the drive
electronics enables safe operation of geared motors in this application with high torque requirements. With each SK 500E including a complement of I/Os, the customer’s PLC control takes care
of synchronization across all axes. The inverters are mounted in a
weatherproof control cabinet close to the BMU. The SK 500 series
inverters can handle sophisticated control functions based on the
standard integrated PLC functionality, positioning control, safe
stop, encoder feedback, fieldbus communications, and much
more.

Drive components manufactured in-house
The geared motors driving the BMU axes were all manufactured
and assembled at Nord. The energy-efficient IE3 motors are rated
up to 5.5 kW, some featuring safety brakes with a manual brake
release. All vertically mounted motors include a rain canopy on top
of the fan cowl to prevent debris and water entering the back end of
the motor where the brake and fan are located. All of the motorized
axes benefit from Nord’s Unicase high-efficiency helical bevel gear
units where rigid one-piece cast iron machined housings resist deflection under the heaviest load conditions. With all bearings and
seal seats contained within the single casting, splits or bolt-on carriers that can weaken the housing or allow oil leakage are eliminated.
The use of larger bearing journal and gear diameters results in larger torque capacity, improved life and reliability over competitive
gear units.

The prospects are good
Since commissioning, Nord Drivesystems has conducted inverter
product and maintenance training on location – at a height of 225 m,
with fantastic views of London. Looking forward into the f uture, the
logistics solution providers and drive manufacturer e xpect repeat
business. ‘The Cheesegrater’ is only one in a long list of highly
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The two BMUs on the Leadenhall Building with Nord’s drives in
action at 225 m above street level

impressive installations by Integral Cradles and GinD working in
collaboration with Nord. Architecture buffs are already poised for
‘The Scalpel’ at 52 Lime Street in London, due for c ompletion in
2017 – with two complex BMUs designed by Integral Cradles.
Photographs: Getriebebau Nord GmbH & Co. KG

www.nord.com

About Nord Drivesystems
A developer and manufacturer of drive technology for
over 50 years, Nord Drivesystems employs more than
3,200 people. The group’s gross sales amounted to
EUR 540 million in 2015. Subsidiaries in 36 countries
around the world and an extensive distribution and
service network ensure minimal lead times and provide
customer-oriented services. Nord’s wide variety of gear
types covers torques from 10 Nm to 250 kNm. The
company also supplies motors with outputs from
0.12 kW to 1,000 kW and manufactures frequency
inverters up to 160 kW. NORD’s inverter line-up features
conventional models for installation in control cabinets
as well as design types for fully integrated drive units in
decentralized automation environments.
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Micro-motors for innovative
telescopic solutions
To drive the Zippermast, the driving motor had serious
constraints in terms of limited space and size, without
compromising on the output torque and deliver
reliably under unpredictably severe circumstances.

A

remote-controlled caterpillar vehicle with the bobby-car format
stops just in front of the head-high wall. Then, a mast extends
upwards from its interior on top of which a small camera is mounted. A few moments later, it has an unhindered view of the events
behind the wall. ‘ProgenoX’, the company based in Bavaria, supplies
the vehicle for unmanned exploration. The highlight of ProgenoX’s
recent launch is the extremely compact “Zippermast” which
consists of three interlocked steel tapes according to the zipper
principle. A motor from the drive systems specialist Faulhaber
provides the unique design with reliable retraction and extension.
General Manager at ProgenoX, Frank Woodcock explains “Whoever sees the Zippermast for the first time is amazed at how high it
can be extended”. This is mostly because the housing where the
mast is hidden is very small: the smallest model, the ZM4, is just
15 cm high and the standard model, the ZM8, is 25 cm. How far the
mast can be extended can be seen from the model number – it
corresponds to the height in feet. In the case of ZM8, which is easy
to carry with its weight of seven kilograms, the mast extends to
around two and a half meters. The mast of the ZM40 reaches a
height of more than 12 m.

Inspired from a regular measuring tape!
Every innovation needs an inspiration, George Woodruff the developer of Zippermast’s innovative telescopic technology found his
inspiration in a regular metallic measuring tape.
When the American armed forces were in the market looking for
innovative solutions for their unmanned exploration activities, they
were particularly looking for a compact and robust system. Here
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About Faulhaber
Faulhaber headquartered in Schönaich near Stuttgart in
the German state of Baden-Wuerttemberg, is an
independent family-run group of companies. Founded in
1947, today Faulhaber offers the most extensive range of
miniature and micro drive systems. On the basis of this
technological diversity, Faulhaber designs drive solutions
that are unique with respect to their precision and
reliability in the smallest of spaces. Their main areas of
use include production automation and robotics,
aerospace, optical systems as well as medicine and
laboratory technology. In addition to Germany, Faulhaber
has development and production locations in Switzerland, USA, Romania and Hungary. With sales partners and
subsidiaries in more than 30 countries around the world,
this drive specialist employs more than 1 700 people.
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comes the developer George Woodruff and his design of the Zippermast into the picture with inspiration from a metallic measuring
tape, which is under tension due to its curvature and can therefore
be extended without kinking. Woodruff used three steel tapes and
interlinked them when extending according to the zipper principle.
In this way, the flexible tapes become a stable mast. The three tapes
made out of spring-tempered stainless steel are wrapped around
coils and arranged in relation to each other at angles of 120 °. A
guiding spindle, which is in the middle of this triangle, grips the
tapes in the beveled slots provided. The tapes are rolled upwards by
the rotation of the guiding spindle. Their jagged outer edges interlock with each other. The ‘Zippermast’ can be extended to any position in-between. No additional locking mechanism is required to
hold this position: the weight of the tapes and the load rest on the
guiding spindle’s thread which can only be moved by rotation, like
the nut on a screw.
“When I saw the Zippermast for the first time, I was immediately
excited by the design principle”, recollects Frank Woodcock. He acquired the technology in the USA in 2012 and brought it to Germany. He reworked the telescopic mast with his team from ‘ProgenoX’
and got it ready for series production. Customers are mainly the
so-called blue-light organizations such as the fire service, emergency service, disaster control, civil defense and the police. They mostly
deploy the masts for monitoring and surveillance purposes – hence
in the area for which it was originally designed. But the Zippermast
has also proven itself to be useful at other tasks, such as inspecting
pipes and shafts. Thus, it is used in nuclear power plants in order to
search the ventilation systems for cracks and foreign objects.

Compact, operationally stable and sturdy
Thanks to the coiled tapes, the Zippermast finds space
in very small housing. Another advantage of this
design: the diameter of the Zippermasts remains

constant in any position across its entire length – unlike
telescopic masts which consists of components nested
into each other. Thus, enough space in the interior of
the masts remains to lead the cable through the guiding spindle to the head and be protected from outside
influences. Furthermore, its design principle makes
the Zippermast extremely stable. This sturdiness is
increased further by heat treatment of the steel tapes.
To do this, coiled tapes are heated on the coils
and subsequently cooled again.
The crystal structure of the
steel adapts itself to this
position and seeks to adopt
it. Tension is therefore generated by rolling up the tapes
which further stabilizes the
mast. Thanks to its stability,
the Zippermast can also extend
horizontally and be loaded.
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Innovative and intelligent mast
system for the BOS, Homeland Security and
security relevant industry markets
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The compact and mobile design is more favourable for
conspirative use

03 DC – micromotor, diameter: 32 mm, length: 72 mm,
output torque: 120 mNm

Suitable for the high seas and outer space
ProgenoX has done a lot to make the Zippermast fit for everyday
use. The steel tapes are coated with a special surface coating in
order to minimize wear. The guiding spindle is hardened in a heating process, and the electronics are moulded. Furthermore, the
originally used spindle motor has been replaced. “When selecting
the optimal drive, we received outstanding technical support from
Faulhaber”, emphasizes Frank Woodcock. As the Zippermast is
often used under the most severe conditions, it must have a
particularly robust and long-lasting motor. Furthermore, it was
important to achieve very high performance at low volumes. “The
motor which drives the guiding spindle, had to find space between
two of the three coiled steel tapes and could only have at most a
diameter of 32 millimeters”, recollects Andreas Eiler, who supervised the project at Faulhaber. Nevertheless, the DC-micromotor
had to deliver high output torque in order to extend the mast
quickly even when loaded. They therefore jointly decided to use a
Faulhaber D
 C-
micromotor. This provides a rated torque of
120 mNm with its powerful rare-earth magnets. The Zippermast
also requires a very powerful drive. Here, the choice fell on a
Faulhaber planetary gearhead. “They are made solely from steel
components”, emphasizes Andreas Eiler.
With this, the motor can also work reliably under the most
adverse conditions and it has an extremely robust housing made
from highly-resistant plastic. The DC-micromotor thereby fulfills
the requirements for protection class IP68, keeps both dust as well
as water away and is resistant to chemicals, UV and infrared radiation. The Faulhaber DC-micromotor also drives the seawater
resistant variants of the Zippermast which can be integrated, for
example, in a buoy in the sea. Woodcock even believes application
in space is conceivable; he has already applied to participate on two
projects. “For example, the Zippermast can be used as a boom for
small and medium-sized satellites antennas or optical devices. In
addition, we are working together with the company Odgargo who
supply robot vehicles to the space agencies like NASA and CSA. We
have just installed the Zippermast on one of the ‘Argo’ robots which
may be used for a planned Mars mission. I figure we have a good
chance to be involved in one of these space projects.”
Photographs: Faulhaber GmbH & Co.KG

www.faulhaber.com/en
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Rexroth’s motors powering the roller presses in cement industry
In the cement industry, roller presses are all-rounders
with a wide application spectrum – from raw powder
production to crushing of burnt clinker to fine powder.
That is why using them always needs to become more
efficient and easier. The Austrian company Wopfinger
Baustoffindustrie GmbH has therefore changed to
Hägglunds CBM motors from Rexroth. With maximum
torque of up to 2,000 kNm, the hydraulic direct drives
are not only the strongest on the market – they can also
increase performance and reduce maintenance as well
as service costs. Hägglunds motors delivers their full
torque right from the start, hence allowing the the roller
presses to be turned at full force from the beginning.
www.boschrexroth.com

High power density CD couplings from
Zero-Max
Machine designers are continuously seeking new ways to reduce
the machine size while increasing output. The CD coupling from
the American company Zero-Max, provides precise and reliable
shaft connections in less space than other couplings. It operates
reliably without fatigue for 24/7 operation. The composite flex
element is one of the key design aspects of this CD coupling. It
provides high torsional stiffness, yet allows for misalignment in
high stress applications. In addition, these zero-backlash CD
couplings provide smooth operation at high speeds. The coupling’s
high performance material is configured in a compact design,
surpassing the performance of much longer couplings. The
resulting space savings enables machine designers to reduce the
machine foot print, saving the valuable floor space. Designed
around Zero-Max’s unique composite
center disc, compact CD couplings
perform at peak torques in the most
hostile operating environments –
from extreme cold to hot weather
conditions -57 ° to + 121 °C.
Time-proven applications include
drive trains, gear boxes and generators providing trouble-free operation in
sea water and abrasive desert sand
conditions.

Insert, turn, done
Aventics has launched a new sensor series under the name
ST6 that can be used in a wide variety of applications. ST6
series proximity sensors are simply “dropped” into the T-slot
on the profile cylinder. Next, the captive eccentric screw is
fixed with a quarter turn using a flat tip screwdriver or an Allen
wrench. In contrast to products from other manufacturers, the
installer does not need any special tools. The screw also
reliably keeps the sensor in place, even in the event of impact
or vibration. Retaining
ribs on the side of the
sensor enable simple
mounting, including in
hard-to-reach locations or
for overhead assembly.
Proximity sensors detect
the magnetic field of the
piston magnet when the piston is moving within the sensor
range. Once a defined threshold has been met, the electronics
respond. The ST6 sensor series includes a wide range of
versions with different line lengths and connections. Aventics
also offers variants with ATEX certification and covers
application temperatures from -40 to 120°C with its cold and
heat-resistant versions. The sensors are “cULus” certified,
protected against polarity reversal, and short-circuit-resistant.
www.aventics.com

www.zero-max.com

PRODUCT NEWS

Wittenstein alpha unveils its new servo worm gearheads
The newly developed V-Drive Basic will initially be available in two sizes and two standard output types,
namely hollow or solid shaft, with a total of five different reduction ratios. A torsional backlash from
10 to ≤ 15 arcmin is specified for all models. The special design and geometry of the V-Drive Basic’s teeth
not only provide high speed reserves and efficiency; they also make the servo worm gearhead very quiet
and smooth-running – with a maximum of 65 dB(A) at full load and no more than about 50 dB(A) at
medium speeds. Apart fromm the V-Drive Basic, There are V-Drive Value and V-Drive Advanced which
are fully compatible with the proven V-Drive eco and V-Drive+, but with higher torques and significantly
less torsional backlash. Both of these V-Drive upgrade versions are moreover specified for a service life
exceeding 20,000 operating hours – roughly 25 to 50 % better than the current market standard.
www.wittenstein.de/en-en
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Capacitive controllers for high speed and
precision
The new capaNCDT 6222 controller enables even faster displacement, distance and position measurements. The controller is
designed for high speed measurements up to 20 kHz and is
therefore considered the fastest capacitive controller currently
available in the Micro-Epsilon range. This controller is suitable for
the monitoring of highly dynamic processes, e. g. shaft run out,
oscillation and vibration. The modular controller can be extended
up to a maximum of four measurement channels. The integrated
ethernet interface supports set up, configuration and measurements via web interface. The flexibility of the new controller is
supported by various installation options: the standard product is
designed as a
benchtop unit;
using a simple
adapter allows the
unit to be
mounted on a
top-hat rail or to
the wall. All
capacitive
displacement
sensors from
Micro-Epsilon can be connected without requiring any calibration. In order to improve the accuracy of measurement results,
custom characteristics can be stored. As capacitive capaNCDT
sensors provide extremely stable results to nanometre accuracies,
they are ideally suited to high precision industrial applications.
www.micro-epsilon.com

CAD online database for Stauff products
Stauff, the manufacturers of pipework equipment and hydraulic
components, has successfully completed the expansion of its own
CAD online database. Users now have direct access to 3D models
and 2D drawings of more than 2,800 different tube connectors
and accessory parts at www.stauff.com/cad. The files provided
are native CAD formats which are compatible with all common
design and engineering software (SolidWorks, Catia, Pro/E,
Inventor, AutoCAD). For designers, this eliminates not only the
complicated measuring and drawing of components, but also the
import of third-party formats that are not fully compatible with
the individual requirements. This online database contains only
components in the final assembly state – i.e. with fitting body,
sealings, cutting rings
and union nuts in
their correct
positions to each
other – while all
individual parts can
be hidden in the CAD
program as required.
That saves valuable
time and costs during
the development
process, for example when individual elements have to be
replaced or integrated with other components. Stauff offers this
service not only for tube connectors and accessories but also for
pie, tube and hose clamps, test couplings, filter housings,
pressure gauges and other tank and container accessories.
www.stauff.com

Simulation technology: opening
avenues for faster automotive design

Moog Hydraulic
Simulation Table
100 kg in Wuxi
XinDeBao, China

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL

With tighter operating budgets, shorter time to
market and fewer resources in the test lab means
automotive designers must think differently to meet
their evolving challenges. So where do automotive
engineers turn when the stakes are so high on
completing their latest design projects?
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8 DOF Moog test system
comprised of a 6 DOF electric
simulation table with an extra
2 DOF tilt table

I

n test labs around the world, automotive suppliers are turning to
simulation tables to bring automotive parts to market faster. Multiaxis testing with a simulation table enables companies to shorten
the time required for product testing and quality assurance. These
tables can run continuously for several days, a period equivalent to
hundreds of thousands of road kilometers. With realistic simulation
testing and technological advances, the timeframe to bring a new
automotive component to market has been reduced from 3-4 years
to just 18-24 months. Today’s simulation tables are far more accurate and efficient, as well as safer and less expensive, than testing on
traditional grounds.
As a supplier of test systems, the American company, Moog,
provides hydraulic and electric technologies for a simulation table
to meet the exact requirements of the test operation. While hydraulic
actuation remains the logical choice for most structural test
applications, in the past few years, test labs have
also been increasingly interested in electric actuation systems for mechanical testing.
This article explores some case studies where
automotive suppliers are successfully using
simulation tables. It provides insights on how
companies deploy customized simulation
techniques to meet unique technical
requirements and business objectives.

02The electric simulation

table with Tilt is used
for product development
testing, such as fluid tank tests
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About Moog Inc
Moog is an American
designer and manufacturer
of motion and fluid
controls and control systems
for applications in aerospace,
defence, industrial and
medical device markets.
Moog is headquartered in
New York, and has sales,
engineering, and manufacturing facilities in more than
20 countries.

03 Moog hydraulic simulation table with a car engine mount being tested in CTI Suzhou, China
Hydraulic simulation table for durability testing
CTI, a provider of vehicle components durability testing services
based in Suzhou, China, recently completed powertrain mount durability and radiator / cooling fan tests with a customized Hydraulic
Simulation Table (HST) delivered by Moog. CTI wanted the multiaxle road simulation testing capabilities for its customer GM PATAC
– a joint venture between General Motors and Shanghai Auto Group.
The HST consists of a compact and light platform and base plates
on which stress resistant hydrostatic jacks are assembled with rods
jutting from the jacks connected to the platform structure. To meet
the unique needs of the application, Moog customized the system
in several unique ways. Moog engineers designed one rotary actuator with a connection fixture that was used to add torque input to
the engine to simulate engine torque output and add force on the
test mounts at acceleration/deceleration events. An additional electric heating system was also used to simulate the temperature of
each mount area. Closed loop control of temperature was achieved
through a heating gun, PLC controller and temperature sensors,
and the temperature set point was determined based on thermal
CAE analysis of actual road test data.
Another key innovation of the HST was the way the software is used
to decrease the total test period while retaining road fatigue damage
on the test mounts. During the mount durability test process, road
raw data is collected for various rough road events through a data
acquisition device with transducers put on key vehicle positions, to
obtain sufficient iteration response and correlation signal data. After
obtaining the raw data, abnormal and smaller amplitude signals are
analysed and deleted by assessing raw signal amplitude on the time
history domain, and rain flow/pseudo damage on the fatigue domain.

Hydraulic simulation table for automobile
exhaust pipes
Tenneco China has a long-standing relationship with Moog. When
Tenneco China approached Wuxi XinDeBao, an OEM supplier of
exhaust pipe sub-systems for major car brands, to establish a
China-based solution for durability and validation tests, Tenneco
knew the experts at Moog could help XinDeBao with a solution.
The motion-control test team in China determined that only a
new version of Moog’s Hydraulic Simulation Table 100 kg
(H-ST-100) could accurately meet XinDeBao’s requirements for the
testing of automobile exhaust pipes. With the H-ST-100 test, XinDeBao could conduct flex coupling component durability tests to
simulate the relevant movements of two boundaries (engine manifold end and exhaust pipe end) in 6 degrees of freedom, from a realtime time history domain. Time history files are simulated through

the Moog Test Controller (HST) and Replication and Runner application software, to accurately replicate any specific road conditions
needed for the tests. The test system is very compact and provides
excellent accessibility during testing.

Simulation for fuel tank
For engineers, designing an automotive fuel tank is a complicated
(and sometimes costly) challenge. Plus, there’s often limited time to
do this work, especially when an automobile manufacturer is trying
to introduce a new model to the market. Automakers have largely
relied on test tracks to design fuel tanks. But taking a vehicle to a
certified test track requires a prototype.
When Fiat determined that it was spending too much money
taking prototypes to the test track, the company sought a more
innovative approach to road testing. The company turned to Moog
for an 8 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) simulation table design that
would save them both time and money.
By using a universal joint to connect a 6 DOF electromechanical
simulation table to a 2 DOF tilt table on top for increased pitch and
roll motion, Moog reproduced higher frequency road profiles,
where the tilt table simulates the cornering and acceleration behavior of the vehicle. The 8 DOF test systems enables Fiat to include different conditions during driving that lead to extreme fuel-sloshing
effects, such as mountain driving, instant braking or very sharp
cornering maneuvers. Fiat can now achieve a greater degree of
combined pitch and roll angles with a simulator, which allows
automakers to avoid taking their prototypes to a test track. Therefore, increasing the speed of testing and saving significant costs.

Bringing a product to market faster, with less space
High frequency multi-axis vibration testing with electric or hydraulic
simulation tables enables companies like Fiat, Veritas AG, CTI and
XinDeBao to shorten the time needed for product testing and quality
assurance through its ability to simulate a period equivalent to
100,000 road miles.
The simulation tables installed for companies like XinDeBao
occupy only one-third of the space of traditional shaker tables. The
smaller size makes it easy to install, move and control in any place
in the testing laboratory. The tables are also less costly to maintain
than orthogonal designs because the six actuators in each table are
alike, so spare parts for any one table cost less.
Photographs: Moog Inc

www.moog.com
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Speed and force: software for faster
hydraulic circuit design
To speed up the process of designing innovative
hydraulic circuits, HydraForce and Famic Technologies
have collaborated on the integration of two hydraulic
design software products, i-Design and Automation
Studio.

H

ydraForce’s i-Design is an easy-to-use hydraulic circuit design
software. Famic’s Automation Studio is a powerful hydraulic
simulation software. When used together, the two software products allow a hydraulic system designer to create a circuit, then function-test it for performance before building a prototype. The use of
software to both design and simulate performance before manufacturing can improve efficiency on multiple levels – in the manifold
itself, in the manufacturing process, and on the machine.
“We’ve worked hard with Famic throughout the years to improve
the capabilities of the i-Design tool and to improve the compatibility
of its schematics with the powerful Automation Studio simulation
tool”, said Tony Casale, HydraForce Executive Vice President,
Business Development. “Thanks to our partnership with Famic, we
can virtually test any i-Design circuit and fine tune our designs in
Automation Studio before cutting any metal”.

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL

Creating greater synergies
Charbel Nasr, President of Famic Technologies said, “Version 5 of
i-Design integrates the results of several years of intensive R&D
effort to develop high performance algorithms to support the work
of manifold design engineers. The software helps the engineers to
dedicate more time on the most important part of a manifold
project: creating quickly the solution that best fits customer’s
requirements. The overall time spent on a project is significantly reduced thanks to the intuitive trade-oriented interface that optimizes every step of the project lifecycle. We
are very pleased with our long-term partnership with
HydraForce and are committed to supporting users of
i-Design and Automation Studio™ for greater synergy”.
Version 5 of i-Design includes a number of new features
that allow users to develop custom integrated manifold
circuits, specify valve assembly layout, and generate a bill
of material for their assembly. The user can build a circuit
using “drag and drop” technology to specify the location
of valves, ports, mounting holes and other manufacturers’
components on the manifold block. The user can then
optimize the circuit by using the software to suggest
options to reduce the size of the manifold. i-Design can
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then generate a report and bill of materials which they can use to
develop a price with an authorized HydraForce distributor.

Faster engineering
i-Design software gives the designer the ability to select valves by
graphic symbol or function as well as model number or description.
The library includes more than 500 valves, including the latest
multi-function, high-pressure, load-sensing cartridge valves and
electronic valve drivers. Common combinations of valves for
hydraulic inlets, fan drives, flow and directional control systems are
now available in the software. A new graphical user interface based
on Microsoft Windows also helps to speed up the design process.
Version 5 of i-Design takes a large technological leap forward
with the internal PRO add-on, a feature that can automate a manifold design and allows for click and drag plotting of cross-drills
within a hydraulic manifold. This feature improves the speed of
design and manufacturability.
“While nothing can completely replace the human touch,
i-Design provides technology that takes into account the design
considerations shared by our specialized group of more than 25
manifold designers throughout the world,” said David Price, Global
Marketing Manager. “Our approach to manifold design has always

been to remove the concept of a one size fits all solution. The best
manifold designs can and should be a collaborative process. With
this release we are furthering our position of leadership. However,
there’s simply no technological replacement for an applications
engineer meeting with a customer to provide an optimized design,”
he added. “The technology integrated into i-Design 5 will also be
used to augment and improve our hydraulic circuit design capabilities. It gives us the flexibility to automate aspects of our manifold
design to improve throughput speed and fully facilitates our iterative approach to manifold design by allowing us to easily present
alternatives to the customer so they can choose the best options for
their machine. It also removes a lot of the documentation burden
associated with engineered to order products by providing report
exports for machining, bill of material, and dimensional prints.”

Seamless designing
i-Design is personal computer (PC)-based rather than web-based,
which allows it to take advantage of the inherent processing power
of the PC to configure designs that best suit the needs of the
customer. “In the last five years, we’ve really focused on making
i-Design the fastest way to do a hydraulic circuit design,” said Rick
Clendening, Technical Services Manager. “To save time, we’ve

About HydraForce
HydraForce was founded in 1985, just north of Chicago
by several partners who had the foresight to identify the
mobile equipment industry's need for high quality hydraulic
cartridge valves and manifolds. Today, we have grown to
several manufacturing locations in North America, Europe and
Asia, featuring a worldwide network of 120 stocking distributors who can provide our customers with all the local support
they need.

About Famic Technologies
The portfolio of the company Famic Technologies,
founded in 1986, includes high-end products and services in
the field of software engineering and industrial automation.
The well-known software solution Automation Studio was
originally developed for training and further education
purposes in the field of fluid technology and is used today all
through the industry, for systems development and optimization,
maintenance, services and training.

 repackaged some of the most common combinations of valves in
p
what we call the INTEGR8 circuits. Design engineers now have the
option to start from scratch, or choose a time-saving INTEGR8
circuit then customize it for the specific needs of their application.”
New INTEGR8 circuits include inlets and fan drives for fixed or
variable displacement pumps in two flow ranges 0 to 15 gpm or 0 to
50 gpm. Inlet circuits can be selected. Circuits for directional control
and flow control are also included in i-Design 5.
“The integration of i-Design 5 and Automation Studios makes the
hydraulic design process even more seamless,” added Clendening.
“We can optimize the size of the manifold in i-Design, to make the
manifold as small and efficient as possible, then bring the i-Design
file into Automation Studio to simulate and optimize the circuit
for the customer’s machine.”
i-Design supports global applications with language options in
English and Chinese. Designs can be created in English and
auto-translated into Chinese, or created in Chinese and auto-translated into English. To integrate with Automation Studio users can
download the hydraulic valve library compatibility pack, create and
modify prototype hydraulic schematics, and then model and function-test system performance specifications in Automation Studio
before creating a prototype manifold.
www.hydraforce.com

i-Design 5 speeds selection of hydraulic valves and can automate aspect of manifold design
MDA Technologies 4/2016

Spin-on filters provide cleanliness levels

Freely scalable data recorder

Power management company Eaton has launched its line of
spin-on filters that protect pumps, valves, compressors and
hydraulic systems from contamination as per ISO 2941, ISO 3723
and ISO 2942, and are designed to provide one of the highest
cleanliness levels for hydraulic
systems. They provide
trouble-free operation for
power generation, oil and gas,
construction, forestry, mining
and material handling
markets. Eaton’s Spin-on
filters feature cartridges that
are engineered to fit into
many leading filter systems
on the market. The product
line includes an extensive
range of sizes, ratings and
material for hydraulic,
lubrication and other fluid applications. These filters feature high
dirt-holding capacity to ensure consistent filter efficiency and long
service life even at high pressures.

Besides autonomous data logging of analog sensor signals in
mobile or stationary applications the QuantumX CX22B-W data
recorder from HBM Test and Measurement (HBM) offers high
flexibility and additional
connectors, e.g. for
cameras and GPS. The
decentralized, modular
CX22B-W is suited for
both small and particularly complex measurement tasks in road tests,
such as for road load data
acquisition or stationary
monitoring tasks in wind turbines, tunnels and bridges. Whether
you acquire mechanical, electrical or thermal measured quantities
or vehicle bus data, only one cable is required. This cable connects
the measurement modules to the data recorder that autonomously
saves the synchronized data at a sample rate of up to 5 MS/s. The
software forms the core of this data recorder and provides extensive signal computation functions, frequency analysis, triggers and
smart data reduction.

www.eaton.com/filtration

www.hbm.com

Flowmeter with no mechanical wear
The LFE series of electromagnetic flowmeters by
SMC has no moving parts and no parts protruding into the fluid path. Thus even solid contaminates in the liquid media will not cause clogging.
This new flowmeter with extremely low pressure
drop measures a range of liquid media at flow
rates of up to 200 l/min. The LFE series is suitable
for applications such as monitoring cooling
lubricant circuits and water circuits for moulds.
The technology is based on the magnetic-inductive measurement principle and with no moving
parts the product life is substantially increased. The LFE series
allows a range of liquids, with a minimum electrical conductivity
of 5μS/cm, to be measured at temperatures from 0 to 85 °C, with
flow rates up to 200 l/min. Maximum pressure drop is very low at
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direction to be changed even after installation
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COMPRESSED AIR NEWS

ComVac ASIA 2016:
Platform for the rising compressor industry
ComVac ASIA runs November 1-4,2016, in Shanghai.
Mr. Wang Sheng, an expert in the compressed air
industry, tells us about the development of the
compressor industry in China and his expectations
for the show this year.

How is the development of the overall compressor industry in
China from the beginning of the year to present?
From the beginning of 2016 to the second half of July, there has
been a rising trend in the domestic compressor industry in the first
quarter and even the first two months of the second quarter. At the
end of May, however, the market went cold since the previous sales
were mostly the supplement of leftover budget-purchasing products in 2015. The overall compressor market situation, as predicted,
will not be positive throughout 2016, the sales volume, in set, is
about 170,000, which consists of 20% from large enterprises, 30%
from medium-sized enterprises, 40% from small enterprises and
10% from microenterprises, among which about 50,000 sets will be
sold by foreign invested enterprises which takes up 28% overall.
The total sale, comparing with 2015, will experience an estimated
5% decrease.

During the ten years’ cooperation between compressor.cn and
Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai, ComVac has been upgraded to
an exhibition from a sector. Could you please explain the
development of the fair? What’s your expectation for the show
this year?
Since cooperation is established, we are grateful for the platform
and support provided by Hannover Milano Fairs China; the goal of
our close cooperation is to invite exhibitors to take part in our show
and display products, and at the same time, to attract more visitors
to visit and exchange through the platform, making ComVac ASIA
an annual event where buyers are willing to visit the industry. For
the moment, more than 80% of enterprises in the industry have
taken part in the show and 90% of famous brands in China will
make their presence, which can prove its strong appeal and specialty. This year’s show has gone well so far, and all the booths have
been sold out. In the development of future editions, we prefer to
the occurrence of diverse and interactive columns, and hope seminars and technical forums can be held concurrently, so as to not
only enable ComVac ASIA to take a lead in scale, but also build a
wind indicator for technology in the industry. In view of the exhibition services, we hope to provide more convenience for exhibitors
in transportation service and price, onsite management and other
aspects, so as to improve their sense of identity.
How is the show selling? What highlights and activities will be
included?
The selling of the show has finished, and scale rises steadily with
wonderful and upgraded contents. We will have 160 exhibitors and
the display area will be more than 10,000 sqm. Many famous
brands including Kobelco, Baosiair, Hanbell, Baosteel, Buma, United Osd, Comps, Dongya, Aigao, etc. will be present. The items on
display will include the whole compressor industry chain from air
compressors, lubricating oil and relevant auxiliary equipment,
compressor parts and post treatment equipment of compressors.
There will be some technical exchanges and events.
Why should international companies participate in ComVac
ASIA?

Mr. Wang Sheng, executive chief editor of Compressor, general
manager of compressor.cn, secretary general of Educational Fund
of Shi Huaxin, the founder of compressor major in China and
discipline of Xi’an Jiaotong University
MDA Technologies 4/2016

The appeal of ComVac ASIA for international exhibitors lies in:
1. Convenience for onsite exchanges among the peers: many domestic enterprises and users need mutual communications and
exchanges. 2. More new products from international exhibitors are
displayed, which is supplementary for the rising market demand in
China. Many agents with rich resources and buyers with great
strength have participated in recent shows. In addition, onsite consultation of domestic buyers to international enterprises and expanded domestic sales of international exhibitors will be helpful for
enterprises to present in the show. 3. There is serious product homogeneity in compressor products; in terms of the quality, users
prefer international exhibitors, which may help international exhibitors to promote their products and expand product popularity.
4. Awareness of domestic enterprise and domestic factors that are
willing to make cooperation with international exhibitors and promote their products has been greatly improved.
www.comvac-asia.com

ComVac Events Worldwide
Leading Trade Fair Network for Compressed Air
and Vacuum Technology.
USA
China
Germany

Chicago

12 - 17 Sep 2016

Shanghai

1 - 4 Nov 2016

Hannover

24 - 28 Apr 2017

www.hannovermesse.de/worldwide
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Working with clean compressed air
Robert Corna

Two key factors play a major role in compressed air
generation: high availability of clean compressed air
and compressed air generation at reasonable cost.
Newly-developed synthetic compressor oils have
proven their worth in practice. Long oil lifetime, high
efficiency and a very low oil content in the compressed
air combine to reduce operating costs considerably.

C

ompressed air is the fourth energy utility after electricity, gas
and water. Few production lines in the world would run without
it. The majority of compressed air is provided by oil-injected screw
compressors and the compressor oils play a major role in generating clean compressed air in an energy-efficient way. They account
for less than one percent of the cost of compressor operation; however, the right oil helps save a considerable part of the total cost. The
oil has three key functions: First it ensures that the rotors and rotor
bearings in the compressor are lubricated, second it dissipates the
heat of the compression process and third it forms a sealing film at
the seal edge between the rotor and the compressor casing.
For efficient and trouble-free production, an oil with long service
life and good temperature behaviour with low residual content in

Saving costs and valuable resource
Practical examples show that changeover to fully synthetic
compressor oils made by Klüber Lubrication can be made very
easily. Oil service life can be considerably extended and
compressor performance increased to save costs and valuable
resources.
MDA Technologies 4/2016

the compressed air is required. However, there are considerable differences between the performances of different compressor oils.
A well-formulated synthetic product has considerable advantages
over mineral oil-based products and stands out in particular for optimum oxidation protection, good adhesion and low residue formation. The newly-developed synthetic oils of the Klüber Summit SH
series and the NSF H1-registered Klüber Summit FG series made by
Klüber Lubrication stand out because of their considerably increased performance compared to conventional compressor oils.

Benefits of synthetic compressor oils
Special oxidation-resistant compressor oils ensure reduced maintenance costs, higher compressor availability, reduced total cost for
oil, oil filters and oil separators as well as reduced disposal costs.
Furthermore, the right compressor oil increases compressor performance with the same power input owing to its high lubricity base
oil combined with the optimum additive package. During the compression process, this product will avoid decomposition, oxidation
and residue formation of the oil.
A compressor basically “destroys” the oil during operation, with
several factors having an effect on the oil: high pressure, continual
intake of fresh air, high temperatures, considerable shearing forces,
particle intrusion and atmospheric humidity. All these factors cause
ageing of the oil, which shows mostly as oxidation. At temperatures
between 90 and 100 °C or more and under continual oxygen intake,
organic acids produced by oxidation quickly decompose the oil.
The concentration of such acids is expressed by the so-called neutralisation number. The lower this value, the lower the extent of oxidation. Klüber Summit products ensure a low neutralisation number through carefully selected high-quality additives.
Condensate produced by air humidity is another factor leading to
high maintenance costs. Unsuitable oils or low-quality additives
lead to emulsification of the condensates, making it impossible to
separate oil and water in a normal separator, requiring more-
expensive condensate separators, increasing cost. Particularly in
the food-processing and pharmaceutical industries, the oil content
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in the compressed air must be as low as possible and compressor
oils must be registered as NSF H1.

Convincing in practical operation
A leading sausage manufacturer was having trouble with his NSF
H1 compressor oils. Oil service life of less than 1,000 hours caused
high maintenance costs and frequent downtime. Following precise
analyses, Klüber Lubrication recommended on-line cleaning of the
compressors with Klüber Summit Varnasolv and changeover to a
Klüber Summit FG oil. After cleaning, the compressor could be
operated up to 15 Kelvin cooler than before. Additionally, the cooler

Modern compressor oils help save money
no longer required an annual strip and clean. The operating hours
increased to more than 4,000 and maintenance costs were decreased considerably while the oil price was comparable.
Klüber Summit FG oils were especially developed for compressors in the food-processing and pharmaceutical industries where
compressed air can have contact with the end product during the
production process. With NSF H1 registration and certification
according to ISO 21469, these oils support manufacturing plants in
their compliance with demanding hygiene requirements. Klüber
Summit FG oils show very good resistance to oxidation, which
means that the presence of oxidation residues or lacquer in the
compressor is minimised. Oil change intervals can be extended, e.g.
up to 5,000 operating hours in oil-injected screw-type compressors.
Besides reduced maintenance and operating costs, this enables
higher operational reliability.
Another example is a manufacturer of particle boards. Compressor
oil changes were required after 2,000 operating hours. Klüber Lubrication recommended changing to a Klüber Summit SH series oil. After 8,000 operating hours, used oil analysis in the Klüber Lubrication
laboratories revealed that additive degradation in the oil had started,
however the oil would not have to be changed for another 2,000 hours.
Hence, the oil service life is five times longer than with the previouslyused compressor oil. Summing the total costs for oil change, disposal,
oil filters, oil separators and maintenance, the premium product turns
out to be the most cost-efficient one. The total cost calculation in the
above example reveals considerable cost savings. More compressed
air can be produced with the same energy consumption.
Klüber Summit SH oils were especially developed for the lubrication of heavily-loaded air compressors with projected oil change
intervals of up to 10,000 operating hours (under normal operating
conditions). They are neutral towards most elastomer seals used in
air compressors. Special inhibitors keep compressors clean on the inside to avoid cleaning costs and unplanned compressor downtime.

01

Klüber Summit FG oils were developed specifically for compressors
in the food-processing and pharmaceutical industries, where
compressed air is in contact with the end product

02

Oil service life in compressors used by a manufacturer of particle
boards could be quadrupled

Easy compressor cleaning
Mineral oil-based compressor oils can cause varnish and carbon
build-up, especially in oil-injected screw compressors and rotary
vane compressors, which settle in the entire oil circuit. In hydraulic
systems, mineral oils can cause glueing of valves on hot surfaces,
resulting in high energy consumption, clogged oil ducts and filters
and high maintenance costs and downtime.
Klüber Summit Varnasolv made by Klüber Lubrication is a highly
effective cleaning concentrate based on ester oil with cleaning
additives. It is substituted in a concentration of 10 % to the oil filling
60 hours prior to the next oil change and run normally. The cleaning
concentrate dissolves residues on the surfaces while the compressor is in operation and ensures that they remain dissolved in the oil
to be flushed out at the oil change. This method is much more effective than flushing the compressor with normal compressor oil. The

03 Compressed air is the fourth energy utility besides electricity, gas
and water

operator can easily determine if and when an oil change is necessary with the Klüber Summit TAN Kit, which uses the breakdown
acids in the oil to indicate by colour the extent of oxidation of the
used oil. Alternatively, Klüber Lubrication can make a full used oil
analysis to determine any contamination and wear in the unit.
Photographs: 01 Klüber Lubrication, 02 and 03 Fotolia

www.klueber.com
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Product News
Modular in-line flow meter for
compressed air and gases
The compact EE741 in-line flow meter from E+E Elektronik
measures accurately the consumption of compressed air and
technical gases. Thanks to the modular design, one and the
same transmitter can be used for three different pipe
diameters (DN15, DN20, DN25). To do so, the transmitter is
simply combined with the appropriate gauge mounting
block. Easy installation and low maintenance make the EE741
ideal for cost-effective consumption measurement of
compressed air and technical gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium, CO2 or argon. The
flow meter can accurately
monitor standard volume
flow, mass flow, standard
flow, temperature as well as
the consumption of air or gas.
The EE741 employs the well
proven E+E thin-film sensor,
which operates on the
thermal anemometer
principle and stands out by
excellent long-term stability
and short response time. The multi-point factory adjustment
at 7 bar (102 psi), which is the common pressure of the
compressed air supply, leads to best accuracy even in the
lower measuring range. By this, EE741 can be optimally
employed for leak detection.
The EE741 flow meter can be easily integrated in any measurement and monitoring chain. It features a scalable analogue output (4-20 mA / 0-20 mA), two switch outputs and a
pulse output. A Modbus RTU or M-Bus (Meter-Bus) interface
makes the device future-proof and ready for Industry 4.0.
www.epluse.com
background: fotolia

Residual oil content in compressed air down to 0.001 mg/m³
A constant supply of oil-free compressed air with a
barely detectable max. residual oil content of 0.001
milligram per cubic metre – this is what the Bekokat
catalyst system from compressed air specialist Beko
Technologies is able to deliver. The functional
principle breaks down technical and economic
barriers that are usually imposed on conventional
compressed air treatment, especially when it involves
applications with extremely high requirements. The

generation of oil-free compressed air with conventional, oil-lubricated compressors and an additional
Bekokat is significantly more efficient and more
cost-effective than with oil-free screw compressors.
At lower investment costs and with consistently high
compressed-air quality. The Bekokat is also ideally
suitable for the retrofitting of existing compressor
stations - no need of expensive investments for new
oil-free compressors.
The catalyst comprises a granulate that is heated to an
operating temperature of around 150 degree Celsius.
In the catalyst, the oil molecules are broken up until
only a carbon atom remains. At the end of the final
catalytic phase, the oil molecules have oxidized to
H2O and CO2. The oil-free compressed air can then be
used for the given application; the remaining water is
discharged.
www.beko-technologies.cn
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Flow sensors for compressed air
and gases
In the recent past CS Instruments has been receiving
a lot of enquiries from customers all around Asia
regarding the topic “Energy Savings“ in the field of
compressed air supply and operating media supply of
technical gases. “In order to get our products - which
are already very successful all over the world - also
ready for the Asian market we put a strong emphasis
on the implementation of all international parameters like e. g. SCFM (Standard
cubic feet minute), °F, psi and so
on when developing the new
flow sensors for compressed air
and gases”, says Managing
Director/Owner Wolfgang
Blessing (picture).
The new flow sensors VA 550/
570 work according to the
calorimetric measuring
principle. Therefore an additional temperature and pressure
compensation is not necessary.
Due to its robust design, the
aluminum die cast housing, the
robust sensor tip made from stainless steel 1,4571, the
new VA 550/ 570 are suitable for demanding industrial applications. An ATEX version is available for
applications in explosive areas. For flow measurement, e. g. of natural gas there is a version with a
DVGW admission.

All-in-one compressed air
purity analyzer
Since it’s foundation back in 2005 the Asia market plays a
dominant role in the marketing and sales activities of
CS-iTEC. So does
the ComVac as the
number one trade
show for compressed air
equipment.
CS-iTEC will
introduce their
new portable
All-in-One
Compressed Air
Purity Analyzer S
600. It analyzes
dew point, particles, oil vapor and bacteria in an easy yet
user friendly and compact solution. S 600 is the answer to
the increasing demand for portable purity tests specifically
for food & beverage, pharmaceutical and semiconductor
industries.
www.cs-itec.com

www.cs-instruments.com

Industry 4.0: Compressed-air technology of the future
With airstatus, the Boge portfolio contains a mature and future-oriented remote
diagnostic tool that comes very close to the ideal of the modern factory in which all
processes are networked. airstatus offers users maximum efficiency, security and
transparency in the supply of compressed air. With the free Boge app, this statusoriented remote monitoring tool can be operated conveniently using a smartphone or tablet PC.
The airstatus remote diagnostic tool keeps a firm handle on the status of up to 32
components. With functions like direct transfer and viewing of process data such
as the compressor status, maintenance messages, temperatures and pressures, airstatus is a modern and powerful
instrument. On their PC, tablet or smartphone, users can instantly identify, analyse and respond accordingly to faults from
any location worldwide – which speeds up troubleshooting considerably. They may also be using Boge airstatus for
condition monitoring to manage proactive measures and the scheduling and coordination of maintenance work. All of this
can be achieved easily with the BOGE airstatus app for all mobile iOS and Android devices.
System monitoring is turned on simply by locating the relevant compressors and components via ModbusScan. The
system data is transferred directly via GSM/GPRS or via a LAN connection in real time. Users can then call up the data on
the Boge airstatus web portal or the Boge airstatus app. The receipt of e-mail or SMS alerts when values go above or below
defined limits further enhances safety.
www.boge.com
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Product News
New range of energy-efficient
screw air compressors
Premium compressor manufacturer Gardner Denver has
launched a new range of energy efficient 160 kW to 250 kW
oil-injected, screw air compressors to enhance its existing
range of GD machines. The new compressors, 160, 200, 250
and the 290, are available in both fixed speed (ESM) and
variable speed (VS)
models. Each one is
capable of delivering
reliable and efficient
compressed air, with
pressures ranging from
5 bar to 13 bar, and
suitable for a wide
variety of industrial
applications. Commenting on the launch,
Marcus Hamilton,
Industrial Compressors’ Product Manager said: “The new
range of Gardner Denver compressors has been designed to
reduce total cost of ownership by lowering energy consumption which can account for up to 80 per cent of a compressor’s
total operating costs, as well as enabling faster maintenance
and hence reduced downtime. The result is that the machines
can deliver up to 13 per cent more compressed air with the
same kW size motor, and with better energy efficiency.“
The variable speed technology available on the VS160 - VS290
models improves energy efficiency further by regulating the
electric motor speed in line with on-site compressed air
demand. This also incorporates a new, high efficiency design
variable speed inverter that can reduce energy costs by up to
35 per cent compared to traditional control. A unique cooling
concept that uses the suction side of the compressor’s radial
fan instead of relying on individual cooling fans means that
the components run cool continuously, for better energy
efficient and optimum long life reliability.

New levels of efficiency for
aeration tanks
Various wastewater technologies are used to find the right
solution for every application. The main ones are turbo
blowers, rotary piston blowers and rotary lobe compressors.
For maximum energy efficiency, it is ideal to combine these
high performance technologies. Of course, they have to be
perfectly harmonised with one another – Performance³. With
the three series, turbo blower Aerzen Turbo, positive displacement blower Delta Blower and rotary lobe compressor Delta
Hybrid Aerzen now provides the optimal preconditions. The
program includes the following for the customized process air
generation: For generation of the base load requirement:
adjustable Aerzen turbo blowers of series AT Turbo Generation 5 (available volume flows: from 300 to 16.200 m³/h,
pressure range from 400 to 1000 mbar, middle control range:
40 to 100%). For generation of peak- or light load requirements: adjustable Aerzen positive displacement blower series
Delta Blower (available volume flows: 30 to 15.000 m³/h,
pressure range from -500 mbar negative pressure to 1000 mbar
positive pressure, control range: 25 to 100%) and adjustable
Aerzen rotary lobe compressor series Delta Hybrid (available
volume flows: 110 to 9000 m³/h, pressure range -900 negative
pressure to 1500 mbar positive pressure, control range: 25 to
100%). By means of this three-point-program, Aerzen offers
the ideal preconditions for implementation of a very energyefficient process air station and a solution ‘from one source’.
And the specialists from Aerzen guarantee an optimally
adapted overall concept, for highest operation safety, reliability and efficiency.
www.aerzener.com

www.gardnerdenver.com
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Fluidtechnik
Antriebstechnik

Web-based solution
Fast and secure access to
machines and plants

Automated tray storage system
ensures just-in-sequence-production

www.fh-intralogistics.com

Electric forklift power in the Turkish
wood industry

Gruchow: “Five reasons you should
visit the CeMAT 2016 at Hanover”
in cooperation with

Materials Handling
and Intralogistics

Hannover Messe
Explore industrial
technologies

www.ate-magazine.com

Colourful world
Measurement in
paint production

Cloud automation
How much do we
need?

in cooperation with

Machine Vision
No human errors
anymore

Tooth Chain

Inverted Tooth
Chain Drives
Made in Germany
Rainer Albes, General Manager Renold Tooth Chain, is
still fascinated even today by the versatility and
added customer value of “Made in Gronau” inverted
tooth chains.

Modern mach
hinery production requires driv
ves that
offer a high degree of economic efficiency and
reliability. Inverted tooth chain drives have unmatched
characteristics to meet these needs. When it comes to
precise, fast, and silent drives, Renold inverted tooth
chains are the ideal choice – even for the high
demands of the automotive industry. The advantages:
long service life, simple assembly, high speeds,
extremely quiet running, and high torques.

Renold GmbH
Zur Dessel 14
31028 Gronau (Leine), Germany
Phone +49 5182 5870
toothchain@renold.com
www.renoldtoothchain.com

